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Abstract 
This research project began by asking how explicit code-switching instruction would impact the 
writing performance of non-standard English speaking students. Participants included twelve 
sixth grade students and twelve teachers. The data collected was teacher interviews, anecdotal 
notes, writing samples, teacher questionnaires, student work samples, and audio recorded code-
switching practice sessions. Findings revealed that students were not able to translate their 
knowledge of and proficiency with oral code-switching and dialect variance to written code-
switching. In addition, James Prep’s implementation of code-switching pedagogy is not 
adequate. The data implied that without valuing the home languages of students and building a 
culture of natural style shifting, it is difficult to create a culture fit for code-switching and critical 
conversations about language.  
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The Effects of Explicit Code-Switching Instruction on Student Writing Performance 
The study of English language variation in the United States has been a recent topic of 
interest within the fields of linguistics, psychology, education, and more. More recently, the use 
of African American English (AAE) and its impact on the literacy acquisition of students 
throughout America has become an incredibly intriguing and significant area of study for 
linguists and educators alike. AAE is a distinct and rule-governed variety of speech (Redd & 
Webb, 2005), and many, in fact most, of the young African American students attending public 
schools across the country speak this variation of Mainstream American English (MAE). AAE 
and MAE can differ with respect to phonology, morphosyntax, and pragmatics (Edwards et al., 
2014). In recent years, code-switching has become a major focus for preparing students who 
speak AAE, and other non-MAE variants, for life in a society where Standard English is the 
privileged dialect and seemingly nothing else is “culturally” acceptable. Research has indicated 
an inverse relationship between use of AAE features and literacy test scores (Craig, Kolenic, & 
Hensel, 2014). Due to this inverse relationship, code-switching to gain access to privileged 
dialect, has become a solution for students who speak non-MAE dialects. It has become 
increasingly important for modern-day educators to continuously explore how variation in 
spoken language influences how children develop essential literacy skills (Redd & Webb, 2005; 
Patton-Terry & Connor, 2010).  
Historically, minority citizens of America have been continually discriminated against for 
their language variance and cultural discourse. As educators of all students, it is imperative the 
linguistic identity of all students be embraced and celebrated, while at the same time ensuring the 
acquisition of secondary discourses and language variance which will best serve their interests 
professionally and socially in today’s demanding society. Standard English is arguably no longer 
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considered a commonly used variance of English. It is widely accepted that all individuals speak 
a specific dialect of Standard English. The purpose of this action research topic is to examine the 
language variance of 6
th
 grade students at a Middle School in Upstate, New York, and measure 
the impact of explicit code-switching instruction on the writing performance of these students. 
Initially, the writing samples of this selection of students will be analyzed for elements of non-
standard English forms, including typical signs of African American English and other urban 
dialects. After three mini-lessons in which the students will receive explicit instruction on code-
switching – including a brief mini-lesson on dialect variance, a contrastive analysis lesson, 
instruction on the purpose and mechanics of code-switching, and a brief practice session on oral 
code-switching – the students will submit an additional writing sample to be analyzed once again 
for non-standard forms of English language. 
 This research topic is extremely important for all children living in low socio-economic 
urban environments. Most of the children living within these communities employ non-standard 
English language forms, some of which convey a certain stereotype which follows these 
individuals throughout their entire lives, due to our society’s unfair reality that the only 
acceptable language is MAE, spoken primarily by members of government, media, and 
academia. Learning to effectively code-switch, refrain from using their natural, primary 
discourse in certain social situations and shifting to more mainstream language forms, has the 
ability to encourage conforming to specific societal norms when it comes to speaking and 
interacting professionally in professionally demanding situations, while also promoting the use 
of one’s primary discourse whenever deemed appropriate, also according to societal norms.  
 The topic was chosen to examine the specific academic area of writing, due to recent 
research shedding light onto the writing scores of students who speak African American English, 
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Urban Vernacular English, and other non-standard forms. According to Johnson and VanBrackle 
(2012), some educators generally have biases against errors that contain AAE features, and that 
most raters view AAE errors as “carelessness” and that raters are “annoyed by them” (p. 46). 
Often students are able to master code-switching in oral expressive language situations, but 
seemingly struggle to rid non-standard forms of English throughout their writing, thus causing 
their writing scores and performance to not truly reflect their abilities as a whole, due to inherent 
biases among raters and scorers.  
The goal of this action research was to examine how explicit code-switching instruction 
impacted students ability to code-switch from their native dialect to MAE in their writing. An 
additional goal of the study was to explore how the teachers at James Prep felt about code-
switching, and how it impacts their opinions on and relationships with the students they teach, 
who predominately speak a non-standard form of English. The theoretical framework which 
drove this action research is Culturally Responsive Teaching. Culturally Responsive Teaching is 
an instructional pedagogy that distinguishes the significance of incorporating students' cultural 
references and identity in all facets of learning (Ladson-Billings, 1994). The literature which was 
reviewed in an effort to gain insight into the area of code-switching and non-Standard English 
forms, showed how AAE and other non-MAE English forms impact student literacy 
performance in the classroom. Also, the literature showed various ways to teach code-switching 
to students who employ non-MAE regularly, including critical language pedagogy and 
contrastive analysis. What was found as a result of data analysis was that students failed to 
translate knowledge of MAE and non-MAE, their near mastery of contrastive analysis tasks, to 
their code-switching abilities. Simply understanding Standard and non-Standard English 
language forms was not enough to naturally improve code-switching abilities in writing, even 
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after explicit instruction in what code-switching is and why it is important in today’s society. 
Implications from this action research study are quite far-reaching. Our current schooling system 
does not appropriately utilize critical language pedagogy, nor does it allow for effective 
Culturally Responsive Teaching. Therefore, students’ native dialects are not welcomed in the 
classroom, nor are their cultural identities valued and celebrated. The lack of Culturally 
Responsive Teaching across our nation’s schools leads to a lack of mutual respect between the 
cultural normed dialect of MAE and native non-MAE dialects, in the eyes of students who 
employ non-Standard English forms. While teachers are able to engage their students in 
culturally responsive learning and promote critical language pedagogy within their classrooms, it 
is the larger scale of changing school systems which shows the most promise in improving the 
code-switching abilities of young urban students across the country. 
Theoretical Framework 
 The theoretical framework which will help drive this action research is Culturally 
Responsive Teaching. Culturally Responsive Teaching is an instructional pedagogy that 
recognizes the importance of including students' cultural references and identity in all aspects of 
learning (Ladson-Billings,1994). The goal is to empower students to feel comfortable and 
honored with who they are, while introducing them to new and different ideologies. According to 
Wlodkowski and Ginsberg (1995), Culturally Responsive Teaching is “a pedagogy that crosses 
disciplines and cultures to engage learners while respecting their cultural integrity. It 
accommodates the dynamic mix of race, ethnicity, class, gender, region, religion, and family that 
contributes to every student's cultural identity” (p. 1). By welcoming a student’s cultural identity 
– as well as their gender, class, religion, and family dynamic – students feel comfortable among 
their peers, and are more willing to take educational risks and learn new and exciting concepts. 
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Simply put, when the cultural identity of students is celebrated and acknowledged, more learning 
occurs.  
While code-switching seemingly disengages students from their home culture and 
language, effective code-switching pedagogy incorporates culturally responsive learning 
opportunities within its beliefs of teaching students to conform to societal language norms. 
Culture is incredibly essential to one’s literacy acquisition. It plays a large role not only in 
communicating and obtaining information, but also in influencing the cognitive processes of 
groups and individuals (Ladson-Billings,1994). With this knowledge of cultural importance, 
code-switching instruction needs to be implemented with care, with the awareness of its 
tendency to strip away one’s home language. In doing so, professional educators can include 
culturally responsive practices within their daily activities, while also expecting students to 
conform to various societal norms, whether just or unjust, in terms of language and 
communicative expectations. Balancing code-switching pedagogy with the culturally responsive 
teaching theoretical framework, is the ideal formula for diverse student learning. 
Research Question 
How does explicit code-switching instruction impact the writing performance of students 
who speak African American English, Urban Vernacular English, and other non-Mainstream 
forms of English? 
Literature Review 
In an effort to facilitate a productive and effective action research study, one must first 
deeply analyze and synthesize all previous research about the particular topic. Without a 
thorough understanding of the methods, goals, features, findings, and effective practices of 
previous studies, one cannot fully craft unique and compelling action research about a similar 
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topic. What clearly emerged from thorough analysis of the literature surrounding this topic is 
how there is a large need for additional research on this topic of interest. Scholars such as Craig 
Godley, and Terry, have completed a breadth of research and analysis into the areas of African 
American English and dialect shifting, but much more work is needed to better service children 
with marginalized dialects in urban schools. Knowledge of this need will fuel the desire to 
examine the concepts surrounding this critical topic, and to find additional understandings 
through further research.  
In this literature review, three themes will emerge as main topics of discussion 
surrounding marginalized dialects and code-switching. The first theme will contain a discussion 
of African American English including its many distinct features, the origins of African 
American English – and its antithesis, Mainstream American English – as well as the societal 
and academic impact of African American English on those who use it. The second theme will 
examine the concept of code-switching, particularly its impact on student literacy achievement, 
as noted by various research studies. The third theme will begin to discuss research on how code-
switching and various dialect switching pedagogy and instruction has been implemented in 
schools across America, and ideal ways to explicitly teach and involve code-switching ideologies 
in curricula. All three themes combine to provide one with an increased knowledge base of 
recent academic research involving dialect variation and code-switching, and its use among and 
continued impact on student speakers of marginalized dialects of English.  
African American English, a Stigmatized Dialect  
 Language use in America varies greatly from coast to coast. According to Wolfram and 
Schilling-Estes (1998), American English is spoken in an assortment of dialects associated with 
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various racial and ethnic groups, geographical locations, and income strata. Some of these 
dialects are labeled African American English, Southern White English, Ebonics, Creole 
English, Black English, Latino English, White English, Appalachian English, and much more. 
Linguistically speaking, dialects are characterized by their systematic differences in the various 
components of language including phonology, morphology, semantics, syntax, and pragmatics 
(Mitri & Terry, 2013). For the purpose of this literature review, the main focus will be on 
African American English, as well as its direct opposite, Mainstream American English.  
The dialect commonly labeled African American English (AAE) will be the focus of this 
thematic segment. Many professional fields have benefitted from the study of AAE and its users. 
According to Craig et al. (2014), “a range of practitioners including speech-language 
pathologists, general education and special education teachers, and school psychologists are 
benefiting from new understandings of this major cultural-linguistic system” (p. 143). The 
implications of understanding AAE and its features and tendencies seem important for multiple 
fields. As identified by Redd and Webb (2005), AAE has been widely accepted and used to 
identify the dialect of English employed by African Americans, and members of other racial and 
ethnic groups that share similar socioeconomic contexts and communities. Other members 
include users of AAE who are not African American, but have assimilated with African 
Americans and live within the same region or area as many AAE users. It has been estimated by 
multiple linguists that AAE “is spoken by 80 to 90 percent of African Americans, at least among 
friends and relatives” (p. 3). Since nearly all African Americans employ AAE as their native 
dialect, it can be assumed that the home language and primary discourse of African American 
children is AAE. According to Pearson et al. (2009), the vast majority of African Americans 
begin formal schooling speaking AAE as their primary dialect. As a teacher of diverse students, 
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primarily students of color from urban environments, it is incredibly important that one is 
familiar with AAE and can help celebrate its use among students, rather than treat their home 
language as a disability. Similarly, Vetter (2013) argues that more than 20 million African 
Americans in the United States use AAE as their primary dialect variation and “treat (AAE) as a 
symbol of African American identity” (p. 175). Teachers also tend to view student speakers of 
AAE in a negative light, judging their intelligence and academic success solely on their type or 
style of speech. Redd and Webb (2005) state: 
Language, like ethnicity and social class, is a status predictor in the classroom, raising or 
lowering teachers’ expectations and students’ self-esteem. Therefore, what a teacher calls 
African American students’ speech – and related features in their writing – is of no small 
significance. (p. 3) 
This idea of AAE symbolizing great importance and identity to young minority students 
will come into play in the third thematic segment of this literature review. Fisher and Lapp 
(2013) contend “students who do not speak academic English well enough to succeed at school 
often hold this negative image of themselves as scholars” (p. 635). The importance of 
understanding the dialect and primary discourse of the majority of students in urban classrooms 
across the country simply cannot be understated.  
Mainstream American English (MAE) – also commonly referred to as Standard 
American English (SAE), Standard English, privileged dialect, formal English, and academic 
English – is quite simply the antithesis of AAE and other various non-standard dialects of 
English. MAE is a collection of socially preferred dialects from various geographic regions of 
the US and is typically represented in Standard English orthography and used in various formal 
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social contexts such as in the workplace, at schools, and places of business (Mitri & Terry, 
2013). For example, when attending a job interview, one would be expected to use a familiar 
form of MAE, rather than utilize their specific variation of English, due to (potentially unfair) 
societal norms about public speech and first impressions. Redd and Webb (2005) characterize 
MAE similar to Mitri and Terry (2013) by stating “Standard English…is the variety of English 
privileged in U.S. academic, government, and professional circles as well as the mainstream 
media” (p. 4). Generally speaking, MAE is the chosen language of the elite, and thus is the 
expected language of American society as a while. Redd and Webb (2005) also go on to mention 
how the term Standard English is quite misleading since there is no true universal standard for 
speaking English in the United States. Over time, MAE has been created by elite circles, and it is 
now expected that everyone conform to its use. What is most interesting is how all non-MAE 
dialects are “just as rule-governed and systematic as MAE,” but they are often “socially 
stigmatized” (p. 556, Mitri & Terry, 2013). Most non-MAE users find this to be most unsettling. 
While their language is consistent across its users and rules govern its use, it is still views as 
wrong and improper across mainstream American society. It has been widely accepted by both 
educators and linguists that AAE speaking students have more difficulty acquiring literacy skills 
due to the significant language differences between AAE and MAE (Redd & Webb, 2005; 
Patton-Terry & Connor, 2010; Fisher & Lapp, 2013), and the expectation that AAE speaking 
students conform to MAE. For young users of AAE, the struggle to establish language norms 
and conflicting dialect experiences appear at an early age. Distinct features of AAE can be 
developed by as early as age four, separating students of color from their MAE speaking peers at 
a very early age (Pearson et al., 2009). Considering the vast number of students who are 
speaking AAE, and other stigmatized dialects of MAE, when they begin school, it is seemingly 
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fair to state that educators cannot afford to ignore AAE speech from students any longer. And 
what is perhaps most alarming, is the academic achievement of students who speak AAE, and 
the alarming lack of focus on the literacy instruction of these students.  
In order to comprehend the potential impact of AAE on the literacy acquisition of 
children who use it as their primary choice of discourse, one must first understand what makes 
AAE a unique and distinct dialect, and specifically what makes it markedly different from MAE. 
Scholars have documented the many distinct features of AAE, most of which can be seen across 
multiple studies, and are commonly agreed upon amongst researchers. According to Redd and 
Webb (2005), “linguists agree that AAE is a distinct and rule-governed variety of speech” (p. 
19). Just like MAE, AAE has consistent rules, which its users must abide by in order to 
effectively use the language in communication with outs. In agreement with Redd and Webb, 
Wolfram and Schilling-Estes (1998) note the basic core of AAE features that cross geographical 
boundaries, yet also comment on how the “uniqueness of AAE lies in its distinctive combination 
of features” (p. 174-175). There are so many distinctive features of AAE, even child-produced 
AAE has numerous features which aid its separation from MAE. Craig et al. (2009) claim “child 
AAE can be characterized by at least 40 different features that differ systematically from 
morphological and phonological forms in other varieties of English” (p. 840).  
One distinct feature of AAE described by Redd and Webb (2005) is the stressing of the 
first syllable of a word, instead of the second syllable. An example of this feature of AAE is the 
common pronunciation of PO-lice, or FOOT-ball. Another common AAE feature outlined by 
Redd and Webb is the changing of vowel e sounds to sound like i, for instance making pen sound 
like “pin.” This is an incredibly common feature of AAE, and travels across geographical 
regions, supporting previous claims of AAE’s rule-governed nature. Both Craig et al. (2003) and 
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Redd and Webb describe the AAE feature of ing dropping and replacing with “n”, in which AAE 
speakers drop the ending ing and instead just pronounce “n”. An example of this feature would 
be saying “walkin” instead of fully pronouncing “walking”. One final feature of AAE which is 
described by both Craig et al. and Redd and Webb, is the reducing of words or combining of 
words, to create a simpler, quicker sentence to pronounce. For example, instead of saying “all 
right”, AAE speaking individuals will say “aight”. AAE is comprised of numerous grammar 
features that do not agree with MAE dialectal principles. In regards to AAE grammar rules, Redd 
and Webb note that “AAE relies less on word endings to convey grammatical information, 
boasts a more complex verb system, and accesses a wider range of sentence patterns” in 
comparison to MAE (p. 28). AAE, while negatively stigmatized by many dominant language 
ideologies across America, can be viewed in many ways as an advantageous dialect. According 
to Schachter and Craig (2013), “particular AAE features facilitated plot development, and the 
use of more elaborate features positively predicted higher narrative development scores,” when 
AAE speaking students were asked to perform a wordless picture book task (p. 227). In their 
worldless picture book oral narrative study, Schacter and Craig were able to prove that AAE has 
incredible value for narrative story telling. Also, Schacter and Craig’s study opens an 
opportunity for compliance with the Culturally Responsive Teaching, by allowing teachers to 
utilize the advantages of AAE during class plays, performances, reader’s theater, and much 
more. It is incredibly important to note that both Craig et al. (2003) and Redd and Webb (2005) 
agree that although AAE is “streamlined”, it retains a highly complex verb system. They also 
agree that the grammatical features are not errors; they simply conform to an alternate set of 
rules than MAE. In agreement, Wheeler (2008) states “students using vernacular language are 
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not making errors, but instead are speaking or writing correctly following the language patterns 
of their community” (p. 55).  
While AAE has been recognized, by scholars and some educators, as a distinct, rule-
governed dialect of English, it can be attributed to lack of literacy preparedness and success 
among its primary users. According to Craig et al. (2003), across the nation, the frequency of 
reading below basic and normal levels is much greater for African American students than for 
White students – 63% compared to 27% – which can seemingly be connected to use of AAE as 
opposed to MAE, which is most commonly employed by, socially privileged, white students. 
This trend has been observed for quite some time. Connor and Craig (2006) agree with this claim 
by stating “there is a well-documented and long-standing disparity between the reading levels of 
African American children and their European American peers” (p. 771). The achievement gap, 
coined by many scholars, has been present in American education for many years, and linguistic 
diversity may have a large impact on such disparity. They also continue to state “this Black-
White achievement gap is observable across a broad range of measures of school success, 
including grade point average, enrollments in special education versus gifted programs, 
suspension rates, high school graduation rates, college enrollments, and so on” (p. 771-772). 
Many scholars have presented facts and data which have alerted society to the gap between 
White and Black students, while also pointing out the many factors which could contribute to 
such disparity. Several factors may contribute to the poor academic achievement of African 
American students (Thompson, Craig, & Washington, 2004), but the vast discrepancy between 
their home and school dialects quite possibly could be the biggest determinate. Black students 
are not failing due to cognitive inadequacies, instead, as proposed by many scholars, they are 
failing due to linguistic differences being imposed upon them by society at large. According to 
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Fisher and Lapp (2013), AAE speaking students are “failing not because of a lack of intelligence 
or language but because of their lack of understanding and use of the conventions of academic 
English,” or MAE (p. 634). MAE does not match their native dialect, and AAE speaking 
students are struggling due to this simple fact. Additionally, research has indicated an inverse 
relationship between use of AAE features and literacy test scores (Craig et al., 2014). Many other 
recent research studies have corroborated these claims of lower literacy achievement being 
obtained by African American students and speakers of AAE. For example, Edwards et al. 
(2014) found that children with higher levels of AAE dialect density were less accurate on a task 
which assessed their receptive and expressive vocabulary, as well as their receptive syntax. More 
important than just this correlation, Edwards et al. created a study to analyze young AAE-
speaking children’s understanding and awareness of MAE. In a study of 83 four to eight year old 
AAE-speaking children, they found that the lower their lexical comprehension and awareness of 
MAE, the higher the student’s dialect density was.  Therefore, it can be reasonably assumed that 
the higher a student’s dialect density, the more difficult it will be for AAE-speaking students to 
acquire important MAE-related literacy skills. In addition to Edwards et al. and Craig et al., Apel 
and Thomas-Tate (2009) found that African American students scored lower than their 
Caucasian counterparts on morphological awareness tasks, by administering two morphological 
awareness tasks, and completed measures of word reading, reading comprehension, spelling, 
phonemic awareness, and receptive vocabulary. Their study shows how AAE affects multiple 
aspects of literacy performance. In general, Apel and Thomas-Tate were able to claim “African 
American children are at risk for poor literacy outcomes” (p. 312), by assessing 30 AAE-
speaking African American children from low socioeconomic backgrounds. Similar studies have 
been produced, exploring the spelling performance of students who speak AAE. When 
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examining the orthographic performance of second grade students, Patton-Terry and Connor 
(2010) discovered that students who spoke AAE were significantly less accurate at spelling word 
parts specific to both AAE and MAE. They also found that African American students made far 
more AAE errors in their spelling than their Caucasian peers, and specifically accredited the 
increase in error to their use of AAE and the differences between dialect-sensitive AAE 
words/phonemes, and dialect-sensitive MAE words/phonemes. Implications for this trend in 
spelling errors go beyond just second grade students and their ability to spell and write MAE in 
an academic setting. As AAE speaking students grow older, their errors continue to affect their 
writing. A study by Johnson and VanBrackle (2012) uncovers a disconcerting truth about 
African American student writers and their AAE features being viewed as errors. With increased 
pressure on students to perform on state tests and to display their literacy knowledge through 
writing tasks, AAE features displayed in student writing may have a more direct impact on 
performance than ever before. According to Johnson and VanBrackle: 
AAE features that appear frequently in writing: verbal –s absence (He walk to school 
every day), plural –s absence (They walk down the street with the radio_ in their hand), 
consonant cluster simplification (He miss_ the bus yesterday), and is and are absence 
(She so calm). (p. 37) 
These features of AAE, which are commonly committed in African American student 
writing, are considered errors when assessment raters use holistic grading rubrics, in the case of 
Johnson and VanBrackle’s (2012) study. While many believe they are not errors and are instead 
just features of their native dialect showing up in their academic writing, teachers and exam 
raters who are not culturally responsive see AAE features in writing as errors. What is most 
concerning, is they found that educators generally have biases against errors that contain AAE 
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features, and that most raters view AAE features in writing as “carelessness” and that raters are 
“annoyed by them” (p. 46). The notion of AAE features in writing being errors, can carry over to 
oral reading accuracy ratings, and beyond that can potentially become special education 
placements and services. This concept of AAE variation bias feeds into the notion established by 
Fisher and Lapp (2013), and many other educational leaders across America, that African 
American students’ personal image of deficit stems from a lifetime of viewing their culture and 
language as negative, as a result of experiencing unfair biases and treatment their whole 
academic careers. It has also been suggested that AAE has been denigrated and has been used in 
ELA classrooms as a model for what not to do, and without conscious thought, some educators 
harbor stereotypes about AAE language and culture which directly affects their rating and 
scoring of written (and spoken) literacy assessments (Johnson & VanBrackle, 2012). It is this 
notion unconsciously carried by educators across America that fuels the feeling of deficit and 
inadequacy in AAE-speaking children’s educational identity. On the other hand, Johnson and 
VanBrackle also suggest that some educators may be actively trying to prepare their students for 
life in the “real-world” in which use of MAE is required, and AAE use will be less tolerated by 
potential employers and audiences. While it may seem unjust to disengage students from their 
native dialect and enact conformity to a language style which is not their own, there is no other 
way to prepare diverse students for today’s society. Hill (2009) suggests code switching 
pedagogy as a means to improving AAE students’ academic writing performance for the purpose 
of assessments and other future professional endeavors. In her study of Mr. Lehrer’s seventh 
grade classroom, she was able to confirm that by explicitly establishing distinctions between 
home and school literacies in the ELA classroom, students can begin to use their primary 
discourse to complete informal and personal writing tasks which accurately reflect a student’s 
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tone, language, and culture, while also gaining the ability to utilize appropriate school literacies 
to create formal writing pieces including assessment writing, critical literacy praxis, both fiction 
and non-fiction writing, as well as formal letters and emails. 
Children who speak AAE have been proven, even at a very young age, to be commencing 
the process of code-switching as a natural way to combat the difficult nature of learning to read 
MAE, while learning to communicate with a stigmatized dialect as their primary choice of 
discourse. Connor and Craig (2006) proved AAE-speaking children’s ability to naturally dialect 
shift at an early eage to be true with their study of 63 African American preschool students. By 
assessing their vocabulary, language, and emergent literacy skills in both the fall and spring 
during a single school year, Connor and Craig were able to claim that African American speakers 
of AAE were able to employ systematically different uses of AAE across various contexts during 
assessment. This notion of early-age dialect switching shows the potential of AAE users to 
implement pragmatic and metalinguistic awareness during various contexts of language use. As 
confirmed by Terry et al. (2010), dialect switching provides an incredibly complex cognitive 
load for AAE speaking students, and “mismatches between home and school dialects” (p. 2470). 
have the potential to negatively impact the literacy acquisition of young AAE speaking students. 
Without proper support and involvement from their teachers, students who use AAE as their 
primary means of language will continue to find traditional academic literacy tasks difficult, 
confusing, troublesome, and culturally unidentifiable.  
The alarming proof that AAE speaking students are seemingly at a natural disadvantage, 
due to societal language and dialect norms, makes it easy to argue for the promotion and 
inclusion of AAE dialect awareness among professional educators. Fisher and Lapp (2013) 
contend how educators need to “understand the discontinuity (AAE speakers) experience 
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between their home and school languages” (p. 634). It is clear that the Black-White achievement 
gap, in terms of various literacy achievement areas and other forms of measured school success, 
is incredibly prevalent in schools across America. Craig et al. (2009) agree, stating 
“unfortunately, national averages for African American students reveal chronic academic 
underachievement compared with their mainstream peers” (p. 839). When national averages 
show such disparity between the performance of White and Black students, change is more than 
necessary. To emphasize the importance of academia’s need to focus on reducing and 
eliminating the Black-White achievement gap, Connor and Craig (2006) stated, “reducing the 
achievement gap would do more to reduce racial inequality than any other single strategy” (p. 
772).  
Code-Switching and its Impact on Student Literacy Achievement 
 Code-switching – also commonly referred to as dialect switching, dialect adapting, and 
style shifting – has recently received much scholarly attention inside and outside of school and 
communities across America. Research has recently proven the effectiveness of code-switching 
in positively impacting the literacy development and achievement of students who speak African 
American English and other marginalized and non-standard variants of English (Craig et al., 
2014; Craig et al., 2009; Terry et al., 2010). Dialect shifting has become a very popular topic 
among teachers of linguistically diverse students. This act of dialect adapting, or code switching, 
has been proven to provide African American students and other AAE speaking students with an 
advantage, in terms of classroom learning in general, as well as the acquisition of vital literacy 
skills, over their peers who do not make this important adaptation (Craig et al., 2009). Dialect 
shifting provides an advantage that diverse students cannot overlook. Craig et al. (2014), 
attributes the academic and literacy failures of AAE speaking students not to the dialect of AAE 
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itself, but to one’s failure to use MAE for schooling literacy purposes. This thematic segment of 
the literature review will analyze studies which have proven the effectiveness of code-switching 
for AAE speaking students of various ages, and discuss code-switching specifically in its relation 
academic and nonacademic digital literacy practices.   
 There is one hypothesis which seemingly drives most scholarly research about code-
switching, whether it is explicitly stated or not, and that is the dialect shifting–reading 
achievement hypothesis (Craig et al., 2009; Craig et al., 2014). The dialect shifting-reading 
achievement hypothesis has driven most research about code-switching since its inception. This 
hypothesis has proposed that “AAE speaking students who learn to use (MAE) in literacy tasks 
will outperform their peers who do not make this linguistic adaptation” (p. 839, Craig et al., 
2009). Craig has been the lead researcher in the use of this hypothesis. Three research studies 
have successfully proven this hypothesis to be true through their evaluations of AAE speaking 
children and their dialect shifting (Craig et al., 2009; Craig et al. 2014; Terry et al., 2010).  
 Past research has reported that greater production of AAE forms, and greater density of 
AAE dialect features, during various discourse contexts is related to measures of letter-word 
recognition, decoding, reading comprehension skills, accuracy and reading rates, state and 
national reading assessments, phonological awareness, spelling, and oral speech production 
accuracy among AAE speaking children (Connor & Craig, 2006; Craig et al., 2003; Patton-Terry 
& Connor, 2010; Terry et al., 2010). This knowledge of AAE feature production and dialect 
density has informed the research of many, in the field of dialect shifting. In Terry et al.’s (2010) 
study, a negative linear relationship was found for the phonological awareness of AAE speaking 
students shifting from AAE to MAE. As their dialect variation (DVAR) rates increased, the 
phonological awareness scores of the participants decreased. DVAR was assessed by analyzing 
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student responses to questions about pictures for MAE and non-MAE features. The process 
allowed Terry et al. to classify students as “speaking with strong, some, or no variation from 
MAE” (p. 131). Initial student tendency to use AAE features was evaluated prior to the 
assessment, thus causing the ability to assess their DVAR during the diagnostic evaluation. Craig 
et al. (2009) evaluated “the contribution made by dialect shifting to reading achievement test 
scores of AAE speaking students” (p. 839). The results of this study were incredibly valuable to 
the dialect shifting–reading achievement hypothesis. Similar to Terry et al. (2010), Craig et al. 
(2009) was able to assess dialect shifting away from AAE toward MAE by comparing AAE 
production rates during oral and written narratives. Students with less evidence of dialect shifting 
produced lower reading achievement scores.  
Craig et al. (2009) state that their findings fully support their dialect shifting–reading 
achievement hypothesis; students who were able to effectively code-switch, produced better 
results on their literacy tasks, in comparison to their AAE speaking peers who did not effectively 
complete the shift in dialect style. This study was one of the first which proved the effectiveness 
of code-switching out right. In a more recent study, Craig et al. (2014) were able to support the 
dialect shifting–reading hypothesis, in a much more comprehensive study. By building upon 
their previous studies, they were able to provide more data and results to support the dialect 
shifting–reading achievement hypothesis. Craig et al. evaluated a style shifting coefficient (SSC), 
three times a year for three years. The participants in the study were AAE speaking kindergarten 
students who enrolled in the program at the beginning of kindergarten, and committed to the 
three year research plan. Over the course of three years, student use of AAE and MAE as well as 
their shift in dialect across multiple contexts was measured using the SSC. Craig et al. was able 
to conclude that both metalinguistic skills and reading achievement could be predicted using the 
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SSC, and confirmation of the dialect shifting–reading achievement hypothesis was achieved due 
to the reading achievement scores of the AAE speaking students with high SSCs. Implications 
for these results are massive. Not only do the studies of Terry et al (2010), Craig et al. (2009), 
and Craig et al. (2014) confirm the effectiveness of code-switching for students who employ 
AAE as their primary dialect and choice of language, but it also sheds light on the topic of 
metacognition and the impact of metalinguistic tendencies of students in need of dialect shifting.  
As technology becomes increasingly more common among literacy and academic 
practices, the need to understand code-switching from a digital literacy perspective becomes 
furthermore important. According to Amicucci (2014), “the writing and language use students 
exercise in digital contexts differs from the academic writing they are expected to produce in 
school” (p. 483). This concept applies directly to student use of AAE and expected use of MAE 
in academic contexts. In both contexts, code-switching can be utilized to mitigate the transition 
between language and dialect forms. Amicucci also comments that engaging students in digital 
literacies practice in academic contexts can provide students “with contexts for situated writing 
practice and opportunities to exercise and recognize code-switching abilities” and opportunities 
(p. 483). Amicucci’s notion of utilizing home languages and digital literacies, aligns with the 
Culturally Responsive Teaching theoretical framework. Resembling Amicucci, Halim and Maros 
(2013) found that code-switching is already being effectively employed by Malay-English 
bilingual Facebook users, in an effort to improve their interactions online with others, in 
asynchronous computer-mediated communications. Halim and Maros found that Facebook has 
helped to create a “new type of code-switching” context, and that “code-switching does not only 
take place in verbal communications, but also in written (and online) interaction” (p. 127). 
Bidialectal, and bilingual, students have to code-switch in their online interactions, which can 
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help build style shifting abilities, thus making it easier to implement dialect shifting skills in the 
classroom. In their study, Halim and Maros were able to determine that five Malay-English 
bilingual users were able to effective utilize code-switching in their Facebook posts by analyzing 
the responses received by others, and the quality and purpose of the posts themselves. These 
skills apply directly to oral and written code-switching practices in more academic settings. They 
were able to determine that the five bilingual Facebook users were able to effectively code-
switch to serve purposes of “quotation, specification, reiteration, message qualification, 
clarification, emphasis, checking, indicating emotions, availability, principle of economy, and 
free-switching functions” (p. 126). All of these code-switching purposes found by Halim and 
Maros connect directly to AAE speakers and their need/use of dialect shifting to match societal 
norms of MAE use.  
As this thematic segment is brought to a close, it is now not a matter of if code-switching 
is an effective way to bridge the gap between AAE and MAE, or why code-switching is an 
effective way of helping African American students, and other speakers of AAE, furthermore 
acquire academic language and literacy skills. After analysis and discussion of much scholarly 
work on the topics of AAE and dialect shifting, it is now the question of how to effectively 
implement code-switching instruction and pedagogy in urban schools that matters most. 
According to Godley and Minnici (2008), it is a matter of “helping students gain access to 
standard dialects at the same time they gain the tools needed to critique the power structures that 
undergird them” (p. 319-320). Unjust societal norms drive the need for dialect shifting. What 
drives this research most, is the need to close and eliminate the Black-White achievement gap 
(Connor & Craig, 2006), and while methods of including code-switching instruction in the 
classroom and within professional development sessions can seem complex, it is becoming 
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increasingly more accessible to educators as scholarly research and practitioners continue to 
develop more concepts and methods.  
Effective Implementation of Code-Switching Instruction and Pedagogy 
 Due to the rise in the desire of professional educators and teacher-educators to learn more 
about dialect shifting, and the effect code-switching has on student achievement, many studies 
have been completed in an effort to identify the most effective ways to promote and teach style 
switching amongst student speakers of African American English. Not only is it logical to 
explicitly teach students all about code-switching in a variety of research-based methods, but the 
education of teachers on dialect switching is incredibly important as well.  
 Research has proven the effectiveness of many different methods for improving student 
dialect variance across various contexts. Some scholars recommend explicit language instruction 
through the facilitation of contrastive analysis and other similar methods (Fisher & Lapp, 2013; 
Godley et al., 2006; Wheeler, 2008; Wheeler, 2010), while others promote a more broad 
approach by utilizing critical language pedagogy and other related tactics as a means of 
promoting style shifting in a more natural and easily-acquired approach (Godley & Escher, 2012; 
Godley & Minnici, 2008; Hill, 2009; Vetter, 2013). To some, it might seem logical to approach 
code-switching instruction by infusing the two methodologies. Nonetheless, an analysis of both 
means is necessary to understand past effective practices and to design optimal research.  
 Critical language pedagogy is defined by Godley and Minnici (2008) as “instruction 
approaches that guide students to critical examinations of the ideologies surrounding language 
and dialects, the power relations such ideologies uphold, and ways to change these ideologies” p. 
320). The goal of critical language pedagogy is to help students improve their understanding of 
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the grammatical patterns of privileged dialects, MAE, at the same time that they explore why 
those dialects hold their societal power. Hill (2009) believes in the importance of tapping into 
students’ cultural and linguistic resources and utilizing culturally relevant teaching, in an effort 
to teach students how to style shift. Culturally Responsive Teaching has a large role to play in 
code-switching instruction. Hill contends that a large part of code-switching and critical 
language pedagogy is requiring that “teachers make a transition from the paradigm of correction 
to helping students use language patterns for appropriate settings” (p. 121). In order to make this 
switch from correction to promotion, teachers must be aware of AAE features and exemplify the 
core beliefs of critical language pedagogy. Some of the core ideologies of critical language 
pedagogy include developing an understanding of, and respect for, diversity in language use, 
patterns, and dialects (Godley & Minnici, 2008; Hill, 2009); critiquing dominant language 
ideologies (Godley & Minnici, 2008); basing curriculum and practices on students’ cultures and 
backgrounds (Vetter, 2013); and analyzing student past experiences with language variation and 
experiences with dialect adapting (Godley & Escher, 2012). By building a solid knowledge base 
of dialect and language variation, and appreciating the culture and language identity of students 
through curricula, one can begin to build the capacity for code-switching in their students.  
 Hill (2009) suggests code switching pedagogy as a means to improving AAE students’ 
academic writing performance for the purpose of assessments and other future professional 
endeavors. In her study of Mr. Lehrer’s seventh grade classroom, she was able to confirm that by 
explicitly establishing distinctions between home and school literacies in the ELA classroom, 
students can begin to use their primary discourse to complete informal and personal writing tasks 
which accurately reflect a student’s tone, language, and culture, while also gaining the ability to 
utilize appropriate school literacies to create formal writing pieces including assessment writing, 
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critical literacy praxis, both fiction and non-fiction writing, as well as formal letters and emails. 
Hill believes that explicit grammar instruction has yielded minimal results in the past, but cites 
evidence in her study to suggest the use of triangulation, in which students compare “home 
language features with academic and professional English” in various ways including sentence 
framing and juxtaposing grammatical differences side-by-side (p. 121). Students in Hill’s study 
were able to display their personal tone and convey their cultural identity through poetry writing 
and use of a personal writer’s notebook, while maintaining the ability to write formally on essays 
and papers. While students play a large role in dialect shifting and the effectiveness of Culturally 
Responsive Teaching, the actions of teachers are incredible important as well. Vetter’s (2013) 
study examined how a white teacher responded to AAE speech of African American students in 
her classroom and discussed her implementation of various ideologies consistent with critical 
language pedagogy. Although the participating teacher was not fluent in AAE, she was able to 
leverage her knowledge and awareness of the dialect in multiple ways which positively 
benefitted the code-switching abilities of her students, including “opening opportunities for 
students to use AAE in ways that contributed to the community, not dismissing or ridiculing the 
use of AAE, and maintaining a classroom of respect when AAE was used in ways that 
disrespected the community” (p. 173). By creating this unique and critical environment in her 
classroom, the participating teacher was able to position students as participants of a language 
community and began to develop effective style shifting skills in her students. In Godley and 
Escher’s (2012) study, it was observed that by generating a nonthreatening environment and 
implementing dialect awareness curriculum, both principles of critical language pedagogy, 
professional instructors can begin to encourage conversations about the personal, interpersonal, 
and political nature of language choices. Enacting this climate around dialect variation and 
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language choice, can seamlessly allow the entrance of critical language pedagogy and code-
switching discussions into both elementary and adolescent classrooms. Godley and Escher also 
suggest, as a result of their study, that teachers alter English Language Arts (ELA) curricula to 
include substantial opportunities for teachers and students to hear each other’s perspectives on 
language, specifically dialect choices, and to discuss points of convergence and divergence. 
Their study included the facilitation of a dialect and language variation unit of study for three 
high school English classes. They collected data from student responses before and after the unit, 
to determine student beliefs surrounding spoken language expectations in English classrooms 
and informal discourse settings. The goal was to begin to promote dialect shifting and the 
effective use of language within differing contexts, for students who spoke AAE and had 
expressed resistance to switching to forms of MAE throughout literacy tasks during their English 
courses in the past. While some African American students found the use of MAE to be 
inappropriate in social and home settings, they began to see its use in appropriate contexts to be 
necessary and (almost) required for complete social adaptation in modern America. This 
understanding of being capable of code-switching can lead to better results in school, and 
therefore better educational and professional opportunities as they grow into adults. While views 
that critical language pedagogy and other closely related methods have lead the discussion on 
developing code-switching skills among students of all ages (Godley & Escher, 2012; Godley & 
Minnici, 2008; Hill, 2009; Vetter, 2013), there are other, more explicit, means to providing AAE 
speaking students with instruction on dialect shifting.  
 Fisher and Lapp (2013) argue their support of dialect shifting skills by emphasizing the 
importance of state and national exams, and the power they have over the futures of students. 
Pressures to perform on these exams have increased the need for dialect shifting, and have 
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opened the door to emphasizing and teaching code-switching in diverse classrooms. They 
describe “the discontinuity (AAE speakers) experience between their home and school 
languages” (p. 639) as the reason why many African American students fail to match the literacy 
achievement scores of their other, MAE speaking peers. Most importantly, standardized test 
scores is what drives their research for dialect shifting instructional techniques. In their study, 
they utilized a contrastive analysis approach, something that is traditionally used to teach foreign 
languages. Their version of contrastive analysis involved comparing the phonological and 
syntactic features of their home registers with those of MAE. By integrating contrastive analysis 
instruction into the already established ELA curriculum, they were able to assist high school 
students in developing dialect switching capacity through teacher modeling, structured group 
work, and independent studies. Their results found that their contrastive analysis instruction 
successfully builds upon home literacy practices and language, while offering “a view to students 
that language is needed for every encounter of their lives,” and that “school and work are just 
two of these encounters” (p. 637). Students self-reflected as being newly discovered proponents 
of code-switching, and began showing natural dialect shifting behaviors in various contexts 
throughout their high school endeavors. Wheeler (2008) crafted a very comparable study using 
contrastive analysis and other similar methods of language juxtaposition and comparison. The 
goal of their contrastive analysis instruction was to build on the students’ existing grammar 
knowledge, by juxtaposing patterns of MAE with their non-MAE dialect and exploring the 
differences through guided practice and group discussion, similar to Fisher and Lapp (2013). A 
secondary goal was to promote the use of metacognition, as it plays a large role in code-
switching decisions. Students were constructing the ability and awareness to “actively code-
switch – to assess the needs of the setting (the time, place, audience, and communicative 
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purpose) and intentionally choose the appropriate language style for that setting” (p. 57, 
Wheeler, 2008), while building cognitive flexibility. The results of their study were fascinating. 
In an urban elementary classroom, students experienced a 30-point gap in literacy-related 
standardized test scores between African American and White 3
rd
 grade students, before 
implementing Wheeler’s contrastive analysis instruction. After implementation, the same class of 
students was able to successfully close the achievement gap, and found very similar results 
between African American and White students on a literacy-related standardized test. Wheeler 
argues that her study provides an example for how to “positively transform the teaching and 
learning of language arts in dialectally diverse classrooms” (p. 57). The blueprint provided by 
Wheeler can be utilized by all teachers, of all grade levels and ages. Fisher and Lapp (2013) 
agree that contrastive analysis seems to have a significant role to play in students’ development 
of MAE proficiency, and dialect shifting.  
 As many believe, teachers have the most direct influence on student achievement. That is 
why Wheeler (2010) and Godley et al. (2006) believe teachers must be prepared to teach 
dialectally diverse classrooms and have the ability to foster linguistic habits of mind within their 
students. Simply put, it is the responsibility of urban classroom teachers to help student speakers 
of AAE build dialect shifting abilities as they begin to acquire language and throughout their 
entire academic careers. Wheeler (2010) suggests that dominant language ideology blinds 
teachers. Dominant language ideology includes the belief that MAE is the only dialect allowed 
for use in the classroom, and that AAE and other stigmatized dialects are wrong or improper 
(Dominant language ideology also includes the notion that English is the only acceptable 
language in America, and Spanish language learners, and others, need to conform to our use of 
English). Educators who are unaware of the linguistic value and status of AAE are blind to the 
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fact that AAE holds significant value to African American students, and as a result teachers 
“cannot anchor pedagogy in what students know; the teacher cannot help but engage in an ill-
directed intervention” (p. 958). Anchoring instruction and pedagogy in what students know is a 
part of Culturally Responsive Teaching, and including code-switching in curricular decisions can 
become a part of what students know; it can become a part of how they communicate and 
succeed in our (unjust) society. This ill-directed intervention has been documented in multiple 
studies as incredibly detrimental to AAE speaking students and their literacy progress as a whole 
(Godley et al., 2006; Godley & Escher, 2012; Hill, 2009; Wheeler, 2010). Teachers should not 
interrupt “a student during oral reading to correct ‘missing’ word endings or ‘improper’ 
grammar” (p. 30, Godley et al., 2006). Nor should they insist on only using MAE in the 
classroom. Instead, teachers should receive professional development which instructs them how 
to “challenge existing beliefs about dialect diversity and to provide literacy instruction that meets 
the needs of students who speak stigmatized dialects” (p. 30). By using these principles and other 
elements of Culturally Responsive Teaching, linguistically diverse students can finally begin to 
receive fair and just access to education and opportunities beyond their academic careers. Godley 
et al. suggests teacher education as the most important method for developing more appropriate 
responses to dialect diversity, because the dominant pedagogical responses to marginalized 
dialects, particularly AAE, are substantially damaging and counterproductive to the literacy 
development of students. In agreement with Johnson and VanBrackle (2012), Godley et al. 
(2006) believe that teachers are more likely to give lower evaluations to work presented orally by 
African American students, and that White teachers negatively evaluate the “intelligence, social 
characteristics, and academic potential of children who speak in a recognizably African 
American style” (p. 31). It is not acceptable for teachers to allow this to happen any longer. 
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While Godley et al. suggest that it can be difficult to gain the political, public, and institutional 
support that is essential to effective programs of professional development, Wheeler (2010) 
believes approaching individual teachers with simple techniques and methods, such as various 
contrastive analysis lessons and units as previously mentioned, can be extremely beneficial to 
altering dominant language ideology and commencing programs which start to build effective 
code-switching instruction. Wheeler created the core graphic organizer, the code-switching chart, 
and simple ways to increase the specificity of grammatical explanations, all of which take steps 
towards individual teachers “building a linguistically informed language arts classroom” (p. 
954). Once teachers begin to see results in their classrooms, the potential for large-scale 
professional development can grow dramatically, and once professional development sessions 
with pre-service and in-service teachers about dialect variation and code-switching becomes the 
norm, true change can then arise.  
Conclusion 
 The study of English language variation in the United States has been a recent topic of 
interest within the fields of linguistics, psychology, education, and more. More recently, the use 
of African American English (AAE) and its impact on the literacy acquisition of students 
throughout America has become an incredibly intriguing and significant area of study for 
linguists and educators alike. African American students across the country are becoming 
increasingly more aware of the difference between their home language and the variation of 
language they are being asked to produce throughout their academic experiences. Students are 
being asked to make dialect adaptations quite early in their literacy development, according to 
Craig, et al. (2014), sometimes without instructors building a foundation and understanding for 
why and how this adaptation may be needed. While it is important to provide the foundations for 
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effective code-switching habits, some children learn how to dialect shift at an early age, and 
provide educators with an opportunity to build on various skills and processes. Students who 
speak a nonstandard dialect of MAE have been proven to demonstrate a gradual shift in dialect 
use to reflect the language of the majority culture, and this natural shift can begin by the time 
children read seven or eight years old (Thompson, Craig, & Washington, 2004). It has been 
argued by many educational leaders and through scholarly research that actively promoting code-
switching in urban classrooms can help improve AAE-speaking children’s literacy development 
and acquisition. Thompson, Craig, and Washington (2004) claim African American children who 
communicate effectively in both MAE and AAE will likely find themselves better able to match 
the language demands of the classroom.  
Code switching and explicit language variation instruction seemingly have a positive 
impact on the lives of children who employ AAE as their primary discourse and choice of 
communication. While some scholars maintain their stance on code-switching pedagogy and its 
influence on the literacy development of African American students, others have provided 
evidence against the use of style shifting. In the United States today, teachers need to understand 
not only what AAE is, but also what role it may play in students’ mastery and acquisition of 
MAE principles and bi-dialectal literacy (Redd & Webb, 2005; Terry et al., 2010). Many current 
professional educators have recently begun to subscribe to a progressive theory known as critical 
language pedagogy, and believe in its potential ability to change the literacy education of AAE-
speaking children. Critical language pedagogy is a critical literacy concept that is employed 
using a language variation lens, and presented to students as an opportunity to create and be a 
part of incredible social change. Critical language pedagogy, while similar to many proposed 
units of study implemented with the intention of developing code-switching skills and 
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awareness, is different than traditional methods of language variation instruction due to its social 
justice nature, and call to students to personally enact change through their use of varied 
language techniques and beliefs. Perhaps critical language pedagogy can be utilized in an effort 
to build AAE and MAE awareness and assuage the literacy development of AAE-speaking 
children, while simultaneously improving AAE student writing and spelling throughout the 
process. The bottom line is unpretentious; the literacy education of AAE-speaking African 
American students needs to improve if we are to close the achievement gap between white and 
black students in America. Without changing instructional methods and attempting to implement 
new ideas and pedagogies surrounding language variation and its purpose within literacy 
education, unfortunately the improvement of literacy education for AAE-speaking children 
across the United States will not ensue, something that our nation cannot currently afford to 
experience.  
Method 
Context 
The research conducted for this study took place at James Prep Middle School, a charter 
school in Upstate, New York. 12 students form varying ethnic backgrounds were selected at 
random, from a sixth grade class of 32 students. These 12 students were active participants in the 
study. In addition to the 12 students, 12 teachers participated in a focus group discussion, and 
were asked to complete a questionnaire. Three of the twelve total teacher participants were also 
asked to complete an interview, which was audio recorded. Selection of these teachers was based 
on the content area they teach as well as availability for the meeting time. The availability and 
willingness of the teachers at James Prep dictated who was ultimately selected to participate in 
the focus group. The goal was to provide an ideally diverse group of teachers for the focus 
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group; diverse meaning ethnic background, gender, religion, class, region one grew up in, race, 
and even political ideology. According to the New York State Report Card (2013-2014), James 
Prep Middle School has a student population total of 337, with 162 male and 175 female, and 
83% considered economically disadvantaged, although 100% of the student population receives 
free breakfast and lunch. At James Prep, 92% of the students are Black or African American, 6% 
are Hispanic or Latino, and 2% are White. The research for this study was conducted in the 
school’s resource room, a central location used for special education pull-out groups, reading 
intervention groups, behavioral crisis situations, and various tutoring arrangements. This location 
was selected to mirror the regular, authentic tutoring process for most students at James Prep. 
Since this space is also used primarily for smaller group purposes, it was ideal for the tutoring 
sessions. It was also selected as the primary location for this research study because it was 
available during the desired time block and it could easily house the total number of participants.   
Participants 
The student participants in this study were 12 middle school-aged students who are in 
sixth grade at James Prep, none of which receive special education services or have an 
individualized education plan (IEP). It was decided to exclude students with IEPs from this study 
due to additional language barriers for students with various disabilities, including English 
Language Learning students. Eliminating this potential outlying variable, potentially, produced 
more reliable and valid results about code-switching. There was not an even split of male and 
female students; the participant group included 11 females and 1 male student. Since it is a 
societal norm that all students speak a particular dialect or variant of English, or non-MAE style, 
the degree to which the students spoke AAE or other non-MAE forms was not assessed prior to 
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the participant group being formed, and did not qualify or disqualify a student from being a 
participant in this study. 
 The teacher participants included in the focus discussion group had differing ethnicities, 
varying teaching experience levels, and are different ages. The group was quite diverse. The 
purpose of varying these factors is to ensure diversity and varied perspectives; to promote the 
quality of the focus group discussion. There were 9 females and 3 males.  
 Shanydra is an African American female, Math teacher at James Prep. She has taught 7
th
 
grade math at James Prep for two years, and grew up in a relatively large urban area in Central, 
New York. 
 Christina is a Caucasian female, History teacher at James Prep. She has taught 5
th
 grade 
history at James Prep for 4 years, and grew up in a substantially wealthy suburb in Upstate, New 
York. She has a history undergraduate degree, and holds a master’s degree in Literacy. She was 
selected to complete an interview as well.  
 Claire is a Caucasian female, ELA teacher at James Prep, and has been teaching ELA in 
urban school settings for 5 years. She has been at James Prep for 3 years, and now teaches 8
th
 
grade ELA. She grew up in a rural region of New York. Currently, Claire is seeking her master’s 
in Literacy and has been doing research and curriculum building for code-switching pedagogy.  
 Shaniqua, is an African American female, Math teacher at James Prep, and is currently 
experiencing her first year teaching. She worked with minority students as part of her 
undergraduate education and her passion for closing the achievement gap drew her to work at 
James Prep.  
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 Caitlin, is a Caucasian female, art teacher at James Prep, and is currently experiencing 
her first year teaching in America. She has experience teaching overseas, in Africa, and has a 
strong passion for social justice and urban students. She was selected to complete an interview as 
well. 
 Diane, is an Asian American female, ELA teacher at James Prep, and has taught ELA at 
James Prep for three years. She completed coursework during her undergraduate education at 
James Prep, and servicing minority children became a strong passion for her.  
 Erica, is a Caucasian female, ELA teacher at James Prep, and has taught ELA at James 
Prep for two years. Before James Prep, she taught History at a suburban middle school. Her 
passion for serving students of color extends beyond Upstate, New York, as she too spent time 
overseas teaching English to foreign students.  
 Tammy, is an African American, principal at James Prep, and has been with James Prep 
since 2009. She served as an ELA teacher for years, as well as an instructional coach for other 
new teachers. She is currently seeking a degree in Educational Leadership, and has vast 
knowledge of AAE and other non-MAE forms of English. As principal of James Prep, she 
played a large role in the approval of this study, and was incredibly supportive of the action 
research.  
 Sandra, is Hispanic American, and is the director of special projects for James Prep. She 
grew up in a burrow of New York City, and taught in charter schools there for nearly 10 years. 
Her experience with children of color is vast, and her stances on social justice issues are well 
known to James Prep staff, as she is often seen or heard advocating for the rights of others. She 
also expressed direct interest in participating in the focus group, due to her passion for code-
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switching and the unjust nature of linguistic conformity that society places upon stigmatized 
groups.  
 Jamere, is an African American 7
th
 grade science teacher at James Prep. This year is his 
first year teaching. He grew up in an urban region in Georgia, and worked with children of color 
throughout his undergraduate studies. Although Jamere admitted his knowledge of code-
switching was limited, he was willing to participate in the focus group in an effort to learn more 
about the topic. 
 Thomas, is a Caucasian science teacher at James Prep. He has taught 5
th
 grade science at 
James Prep for the last four years. He grew up in an urban region in Massachusetts, and 
experienced poverty nearly his entire childhood. He attended primarily African American 
schools due to his urban residence, and grew a passion for working with students of color as he 
taught at charter schools in both Massachusetts and New Mexico, before relocating to Upstate, 
New York. He was selected to complete an interview in addition to the focus group discussion.  
 Brian, is a Causcasian ELA teacher at James Prep. He is in his first year at James Prep, 
but before that taught for two years as a substitute teacher in wealthy suburban schools in 
Upstate, New York. As a result of acquiring his teaching job at James prep, Brian has found a 
new passion for teaching students of color.  
Researcher Stance 
 Currently, I am a graduate student at St. John Fisher College, seeking a Master’s degree 
in Literacy Education, birth through grade 12. I am currently certified in New York State for 
both Childhood and Special Education, for grades 1 through 6. I also hold early childhood 
certifications, for both general and special education, birth through grade 2. For this study, I was 
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an active participant observer (Mills, 2014). I was a full participant in the study by facilitating 
the sessions, while also maintaining active, structured observation through various experiencing 
data collection techniques. To the students in the tutoring sessions, it seemed as if normal 
teaching was occurring. When in reality, I was facilitating the lessons while recording valuable 
experiencing data.  
Method 
 Three tutoring sessions were facilitated over the course of 6 days. Each session lasted 
approximately 30 minutes. Each session was given a specific purpose. All three of these sessions 
were facilitated in a whole group setting (12 students total), although each of the instructional 
tutoring sessions may include elements of small group discussion and independent tasks.  
 The explicit code-switching instruction, each session, was broken down into three 
succinct parts. Appendix A shows the short-range schedule for the entire plan of tutoring. First, 
students were taught basic principles of dialect variance, and what it means to have an accent and 
speak a non-MAE dialect. Second, students were given the opportunity to be immersed in a 
contrastive analysis lesson, where AAE is directly compared to MAE and students got practice in 
identifying non-MAE statements alongside Standard English (see Appendix B for the lesson 
plan/mark-up). Third, students learned the practicality of dialect shifting through lecture and 
discussion, and had the opportunity to practice their code-switching abilities in simulated 
college/job interviews with their peers.  Two of these code-switching practice sessions were held 
on a different day than the whole group activity, and were audio recorded separately. The 
purpose of recording these sessions was to analyze the sessions for oral code-switching ability, 
as well as ask the students questions about their comfortability with the oral code-switching 
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process. Throughout all phases of instruction, there were multiple student work samples 
collected including Do Now warm-up tasks, note sheets, exit ticket questions, writing response 
assessments, and reflection responses (see Appendix C for examples of student work samples).  
Throughout the tutoring sessions, I took anecdotal notes in observation of students who 
are responding well to the explicit instruction, and how they are reacting to the instruction. I 
jotted down various quotes and exclamations that were said by students during small and whole 
group discussion, and well as one on one teacher-student interactions. I was able to observe their 
personal comfort with the content in an effort to better understand the effects of code-switching 
instruction on students.  Also observed were moments where instruction seemed to “click,” or 
moments of high student engagement.  
The teacher focus group was held once, for 20 minutes, see Appendix D for the 
discussion questions which fueled the focus group. These questions were utilized to move the 
group from one topic to another swiftly and seamlessly. During the focus group, I acted as the 
facilitator and leader of the discussion. The focus group was held after school, and was set up in 
a round table format in an effort to maximize teacher engagement and participation. Teachers 
were placed in chairs in a circular formation, in the resource room at James Prep. The teachers 
completed a brief questionnaire at the end of the focus group to assess their beliefs of AAE and 
dialect shifting formally after the formal discussion.  
Three separate, one-on-one, teacher interviews were completed and audio recorded in an 
effort to supplement data gathered from the teacher focus group and the teacher questionnaire. 
These were approximately 10 minutes in length and conducted after school in the James Prep 
resource room.  
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Quality and Credibility of Research 
 Credibility in qualitative research means a “researcher’s ability to take into account the 
complexities that present themselves in a study and to deal with patterns that are not easily 
explained” (Mills, 2014, p. 115). To ensure credibility throughout this study there were three 
strategies which were employed throughout the entire duration of the research. First, 
triangulation occurred as experiencing, enquiring, and examination data was collected in various 
ways. Second, multiple raw data items were collected in this study including student work 
samples, assessment responses, and other documents. Third, member checks were completed to 
test the complete report with the study’s participants before allocating it in final form.  
 Transferability is another important aspect in acquiring validity of qualitative research. 
According to Mills (2014), transferability refers to everything being context bound, and how 
research should not have the goal of being generalized to larger groups of people. Mills also 
comments that “truth statements” should be avoided, and “context-relevant statements should be 
developed (p. 116). In an effort to ensure transferability, this study collected detailed descriptive 
data as well as included detailed descriptions of the context. In doing so, this study was eligible 
to relevant comparisons to similar contexts and situations.  
 According to Mills (2014), dependability is extremely important as it pertains to the 
stability of the data collected and analyzed within a study. Dependability is essential to ensuring 
the validity of qualitative research. This research study ensured dependability by overlapping 
methods and creating an audit trail. Overlapping methods was relatively easy as all of the data 
being collected was directly related as they all pertain to code-switching and students’ beliefs of 
code-switching. Establishing an audit trail was simple as well; by describing each process in 
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detail and providing access to all artifacts and documents, even months or years after the 
research is complete.  
 In order to maintain the validity of qualitative research, one must also take into account 
confirmability. Confirmability refers to “the neutrality or objectivity of the data that has been 
collected” (Mills, 2014, p. 116). In an effort to remain objective, this study practiced reflexivity, 
a means of intentionally revealing biases and underlying beliefs which may otherwise harm the 
process of the research. To ensure confirmability, a personal journal was kept throughout the 
research process, and I reflected in the journal as the study progresses, and recorded all thoughts, 
musings, and questions that naturally arose.  
Informed Consent and Protecting the Rights of the Participants 
 For the student participants in the study, both parental permission and student assent were 
obtained in order for them to become participants in the study. Both children and parents were 
informed of the confidentiality and anonymity of the study, and the overall purpose of the study. 
For the adult participants in the study, consent forms were obtained in order for them to 
participate in the study. Just like the children, the adult participants were informed of the 
confidentiality and anonymity of the study, as well as the overall purpose of the study. No person 
was able to participate in the study without the correct permission and consent (or assent).  
Initially, all 32 students in a sixth grade homeroom were informed about the study and 
were asked whether they would like to participate in the study or not. Those who agreed to 
participate were given parental permission forms to take home and bring back to school within 
the next two days. After a two day waiting period, the group of participant students was 
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finalized, according to who turned in the forms on time, and these students were given assent 
forms before the first tutoring session commenced.  
For the teacher focus group, teachers were invited to attend the discussion, and were 
asked to review and sign consent forms before we began the discussion. These forms included 
permission to document their beliefs and ideas in the study (with pseudonyms). Teachers who 
participated in the one-on-one interviews were asked to sign consent forms which specifically 
requested permission to be audio recorded.  
Throughout this study, all marks identifying names of participants were removed from 
the artifacts collected for analysis. Any student or teacher names referred to in the analysis or 
discussion sections of the study are pseudonyms, used for the purpose of discussion only.  
Data Collection 
 For the purpose of triangulation and ensuring credibility and confirmability, three 
different types of data were collected including experiencing, enquiring, and examination.  
For experiencing data, field notes were taken throughout all processes in an effort to 
capture student engagement and excitement surrounding the topic of code-switching. Anecdotal 
notes were also taken on anything that occurred throughout the research process that might be of 
use to the analysis or discussion.  
The teacher focus group, teacher interviews, and various student questionnaires, recorded 
code-switching practice sessions, and reflections, serve as enquiring data. Anecdotal notes were 
also taken throughout the focus group to capture important points of emphasis. The focus of the 
discussion was on AAE, code switching, dialect variance in writing, and thoughts on possible 
solutions to the effect of dialect variation on literacy performance in the classroom. The group 
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was facilitated by the use of discussion questions and prompts. There were questionnaires given 
to students before and after the explicit code-switching instruction tutoring sessions, to obtain an 
idea of what they knew about language variance and AAE, as well as how they feel about code-
switching pedagogy. Also, throughout the process reflection responses were collected from 
students with the intention of later analysis and review.  
For examination data, short writing responses (approximately 100 words in length) were 
collected from the students before and after the explicit code-switching instruction, to assess the 
students' growth, or lack thereof, in terms of their use of AAE in their writing. These writing 
pieces were assessed for AAE features, as defined by the various research studies from the 
literature review. The prompt will be very similar for both writing assessments, and the 
assessment of AAE features will remain the same as well. 
Data Analysis 
The data collected from this action research project included writing samples (pre- and 
post-), Exit Ticket reflections, Questionnaire (teacher focus group), Do Now quizzes, code-
switching practice transcriptions, teacher interview transcriptions, and anecdotal notes of student 
comments and observations of student behavior throughout the tutoring sessions. The (pre- and 
post-tutoring) student writing samples were assessed for frequency of AAE features by using 
Redd and Webb’s (2005) outline for distinctive features of AAE (Appendix G). Included in Redd 
and Webb’s discussion of distinctive features are AAE elements such as vocabulary, slang, 
historically black words, novel meanings, so-called obscenity, pronunciation, syllables, vowels, 
consonants, spelling, grammar, nouns and pronouns, adverbs and adjectives, verbs, and sentence 
patterns. All of these features “are unique” and make up the “basic core of AAE features that” 
cross boundaries of geographical region (p. 19). Each writing sample was assessed for AAE 
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features per sample, by counting the total number of AAE features and total words, and 
calculating the percentage of AAE words per sample. In addition to this, pre- and post-tutoring 
samples were compared to analyze the effectiveness of the code-switching tutoring sessions.  
 While students were engaged in small group discussion, or other various activities, 
anecdotal notes were recorded using pen and paper. These notes showed valuable opinions and 
observations made by the students as well as observations made by the facilitator throughout the 
tutoring process. The anecdotal notes were transcribed . Do Now quizzes and Exit Ticket 
reflections were analyzed for highest leverage responses, trends in student answers, as well as 
any apparent gaps in understanding. An additional data set includes the questionnaire teachers 
were asked to complete after the teacher focus group. The questionnaires were analyzed for 
highest leverage responses, trends in answers, as well as any general observations.  
 For all the data retrieved, findings were compared to leading research and theoretical 
frameworks. Tables were assembled to display the data collected. Also, student work samples 
were photographed after AAE feature analysis to assist the discussion of findings.  
Findings and Discussion 
 The data which materialized from this action research includes field notes, teacher 
questionnaires, student writing samples, audio recording transcriptions, and other various student 
work samples. After careful exploration and analysis of the data, three themes seemingly emerge. 
The first theme displays how teachers understand the need for code-switching instruction in 
urban school settings, yet their efforts to implement and promote code-switching pedagogy 
school-wide are not effective and ideal, according to recent research. The second theme reveals 
that students were very proficient with contrastive analysis, and even showed mastery in this area 
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across multiple separate tasks. Alternatively, the third and final theme shows how although 
students showed mastery with contrastive analysis tasks and relative proficiency and pleasure in 
code-switching during oral language use, students were unable to translate their style shifting 
abilities to their writing task after the explicit code-switching tutoring.  
Teachers Understand the Need for Code-Switching but Implementation and Promotion 
Efforts are Futile 
 Considering the nature of professional development and the need for teacher 
development to continue throughout all stages and levels of teacher experience, it is not 
incredibly surprising that the teachers at James Prep expressed their belief in the use and 
instruction of code-switching in urban school settings. It can be reasonably assumed, that due to 
the young age of the teachers involved in the teacher focus group and the nature of teacher 
candidate undergraduate and graduate programs and their inclusion of various diversity issues in 
coursework, teachers at James Prep already had an extensive understanding of what code-
switching is, and have opinions which generally support the inclusion of code-switching in 
curricular decisions and other various academic means. This understanding was displayed in Exit 
Ticket questionnaires through the analysis of three of the five total questions. The first question, 
question #1, asked teachers “is code-switching something students in urban schools need to 
know” (Appendix H), and teachers responded by circling either yes or no. The second question, 
question #4, asked “how often do you correct non-standard forms of English used by your 
students? (in oral or written language)” (Appendix H), and their choices were “never,” “less than 
once a day,” “about once a day,” and “more than once a day.” The third question, question #5, 
asked teachers “would you be inclined to give a lower grade/score to a student who displays 
various non-standard features of English in their writing?” (Appendix H), and teachers 
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responded by circling either yes or no. The goal of these questions was to gather teacher opinions 
on style shifting and assess their tendency to correct student use of AAE and other non-standard 
forms of English in their classrooms, and their perceptions of students who use such features on 
a daily basis. By seeing teacher tendencies to correct student speech and promote code-
switching, one can begin to make generalizations about the use and promotion of code-switching 
in the academic setting, and the degree of its effectiveness.  
Question #1, asking whether or not code-switching is something urban school students 
should know, showed unanimous results. All 12 teachers selected “yes” as their answer. The 
unanimous nature of teacher responses shows how the teachers at James Prep understand the 
need for students to develop code-switching skills. Knowledge of the need to teach style shifting 
is the first step in effecting change among dialect variance opinions in schools; teachers must 
understand there is a need for students to understand style shifting and realize the potential 
benefits code-switching carries for its users, before positive change can result and student-lives 
can be affected. James Prep is certainly on the right path to helping their students conform to 
(unjust) societal language norms, according to the opinions of their teachers, but more concrete 
systems needs to be implemented to fully effect change at the school. It is seemingly odd that 
systems are not in place to teach code-switching considering the teacher population seems to 
believe in its purpose and the benefits it provides students. One would think that if the teachers at 
a school believed in style shifting and understood its potential benefits, that the school would 
have concrete systems in place to instruct students appropriately and to promote code-switching 
actively among their students.  
A comment made during one of the teacher interviews connects to the notion just 
previously drawn that concrete systems, routines, and procedures are needed for effective code-
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switching pedagogy and Culturally Responsive Teaching to take place. Thomas, 5
th
 grade 
science teacher at James Prep and career urban charter school teacher, acknowledges that James 
Prep as a whole could “be more transparent about the social and racial” aspects of code 
switching and language instruction (Teacher Interview, 2015). Thomas’s comment aligns with 
critical language pedagogy which says that in order for students to fully understand the language 
norms of society, they must engage in critical discussion and analysis of the societal injustice 
which places such unfair language restraints upon them. Thomas also commented explaining his 
belief that “(Professional development) would help (James Prep) feel more confident in 
addressing those issues with students,” and that if “everyone were on the same page” greater 
change and “linguistic progress” could be more easily obtained at James Prep (Teacher 
Interview, 2015). The notion of “linguistic progress” is quite inspirational, although it seems the 
current policies at James Prep are creating quite the antithesis of progress. Thomas also 
commented saying, “there are staff members here who are scared to have those conversations 
with kids because they are white,” (Teacher Interview, 2015) and professional development and 
implementation of critical language pedagogy would potentially change that. While James Prep 
has both black and white teachers, they do have more white staff members, and since the vast 
majority of the student population is African American, it is seemingly plausible that white 
teachers are not comfortable having critical linguistic and societal conversations with their 
students.  
Question #4, asking how often teachers at James Prep correct non-standard English oral 
and written features of language does not display the same clear-cut information as the results of 
question #1, nevertheless an important claim can be made through analysis. In response to 
question #4, one teacher responded “never,” one teacher responded “less than once a day,” four 
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teachers responded “about once a day,” and six teachers responded “more than once a day.” 
Responses show the tendency of teachers at James Prep to correct non-standard English features 
used by students in their classrooms. The act of correcting non-MAE language features in 
student writing and speech is inconsistent with critical language pedagogy (Godley & Escher, 
2012; Godley & Minnici, 2008; Hill, 2009; Vetter, 2013), as well as Culturally Responsive 
Teaching. 50% of the focus group agreed that they correct students more than once a day and 
33% of the focus group agreed they correct students about once a day. What this data set shows 
is a clear misunderstanding of code-switching, as well as an inconsistent understanding of how to 
effectively promote style shifting among students.  
Teachers at James Prep understand students need to have the ability to switch between 
native and standard dialects, yet when students use a dialect which is not favored in a particular 
situation in school they are being corrected, instead of praised for their style shifting efforts, or 
engaged in scholarly discussion about code-switching necessity. In her teacher interview, 
Christina, 5
th
 grade history teacher a James Prep, considered correcting student speech in school 
as a method for teaching students about code-switching. One comment Christina made that is 
fairly interesting is, “when they say ain’t, I correct them, but we have conversations about using 
that language outside of the classroom just not in class using that dialect” (Teacher Interview, 
2015). While it sounds positive that she is having conversations about student home languages, 
correcting students’ speech is simply not an effective way to promote code-switching and 
linguistic mastery. According to critical language pedagogy and the research of many scholars, 
correcting students publically about their dialect variance and language use in school is unjust 
and culturally unaccepting (Godley & Escher, 2012; Godley & Minnici, 2008; Hill, 2009; Vetter, 
2013). Inconsistency is shown here once again; teachers at James Prep believe they are helping 
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students by correcting their home language use and asking them to switch to Standard English, 
but this is not offering students the chance to style shift naturally, and on their own. The teacher 
interview also shows an intriguing comment made by Christina; she says in response to being 
asked about when her students – whether in homeroom or history class – are allowed to speak or 
write in their native dialect, “Never. (Slight laugh). My students don’t talk; they don’t get to talk 
very much at all” (Teacher Interview, 2015). A student not being able to speak much in class, let 
alone at all, is a scary notion. Critical language pedagogy insists that students analyze the social 
unjust nature of language norms throughout society through peer discussion and exploration. 
Also on a more simplistic level, why are students not given the chance to speak to each other in 
their home languages? In response to being asked about any issues with having them solely use 
MAE in the school setting, Christina commented saying, “when they step outside of school they 
can talk however they want like on the bus and at home with friends and family” (Teacher 
Interview, 2015). It seems relatively unreasonable to expect students to speak one day for nine 
hours per day – James Prep school days are extended, and are nearly nine hours in length – then 
expect them to speak completely different the rest of the time. This utterly defies the theoretical 
framework of Culturally Responsive Teaching. According to Ladson-Billings (1994), students 
need to experience multicultural educational experiences daily, including linguistic exchanges 
and experiences. Inconsistency with James Prep teacher actions and effective code-switching 
pedagogy are seen once again. While James Prep teachers see the need and potential benefit of 
code-switching, there are no systems in place to effectively promote code-switching, and thus 
there is inconsistency within their style shifting efforts and promotion across the board.  
 Question #5, which asked teachers whether they would be inclined to give a lower grade 
or score to a student who displays various non-standard features of English in their writing, 
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provides intriguing insight into the opinions of James Prep’s teachers on non-standard features of 
English and AAE. First of all, three teachers did not answer the question, one due to her non-
instructional position, another due to her content area’s tendency not to assess writing for 
linguistic nuances and only assessing the content of the writing (history), and another due to her 
belief that oral responses should not be scored negatively while written responses should be. In 
terms of the rest of the teacher participants, six said they would score students negatively if they 
displayed features of non-standard English, while three said they would not score students 
negatively if they displayed features of non-standard English. Once again, inconsistency in the 
promotion of code-switching across the board is displayed by these teacher responses. This data 
aligns with the research and observations of Johnson and VanBrackle (2012) that some educators 
believe features of AAE and other non-standard English forms carry a negative connotation, and 
negatively affect a scorer’s perception of the student’s writing. James Prep teachers seemingly 
have this belief. Instead of valuing student cultural identity and placing importance on students 
using their home language, which is suggested by the theory of Culturally Responsive Teaching, 
James Prep teachers believe native dialect features are distracting, and their perceptions of 
students and student work are effected negatively due to this notion. Sixty-seven percent of the 
James Prep focus group teachers would provide a lower score to students who display non-
standard English in their writing. While James Prep teachers might believe scoring student 
writing with AAE features in mind and providing feedback to students about these scores and 
why they received them is a good start to developing a school-wide culture of style shifting, it is 
seemingly inconsistent with the ideals of Culturally Responsive Teaching as well as critical 
language pedagogy (Godley & Escher, 2012; Godley & Minnici, 2008; Hill, 2009; Vetter, 2013).  
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 The data shows inconsistency among James Prep teachers and their beliefs about and 
understanding of effective code-switching pedagogy. While they believe correcting students 
home language use in school is a good step towards establishing effective code-switching 
pedagogy norms school-wide, according to Culturally Responsive Teaching and critical language 
pedagogy their efforts are not effective nor are they appropriate. Also, two of the three teacher 
interview participants said students are not getting enough time to engage in conversation or 
writing tasks which employ their home language. In response to being asked when students at 
James Prep are allowed to speak and write in their native dialect, Caitlin responds “I don’t think 
they ever do” (Teacher Interview, 2015). Caitlin’s comment connects with Christina’s comment 
about her students and the amount they speak during homeroom and history class. Also, Caitlin’s 
interview provides an interesting take on James Prep’s current promotion of code-switching 
pedagogy and linguistic freedom. When asked to comment on how she believed James Prep was 
doing in terms of promoting and supporting code-switching, she said “are we teaching them how 
to use both languages, or dialects, no. I don’t think we are doing enough talking about code-
switching” as well as “honoring cultures” (Teacher Interview, 2015). Caitlin seems to understand 
the need for students to use both languages while at school, in an effort to both honor their home 
culture and practice switching in and out of Standard and non-Standard English dialects. 
According to Culturally Responsive Teaching, varied language use and linguistic experiences are 
incredibly essential to effective instruction. It is quite clear, that while James Prep teachers 
understand the need for code-switching and have a fairly decent understanding of what code-
switching is, but their efforts in establishing school-wide norms surrounding code-switching 
instruction and promotion do not align with current research and the beliefs of many scholars and 
is thus not adequate.  
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Students Displayed Their Proficiency with Contrastive Analysis 
 One of the major elements of the explicit code-switching instructional tutoring sessions 
was contrastive analysis. To reiterate, contrastive analysis is the side-by-side comparison and 
discussion of two dialects or languages. This was built into the tutoring sessions due to research 
which supported its inclusion in style shifting curriculum and pedagogy (Fisher & Lapp, 2013; 
Godley et al., 2006; Wheeler, 2008; Wheeler, 2010). The student participants in this action 
research were able to display their superior understanding of contrastive analysis in two specific 
tasks.  
The first was an independent practice activity, after students were engaged in a 
contrastive analysis lesson (see Appendix E). The lesson featured a brief explanation of the focus 
for the lesson, a discussion and guided notes portion which defined both Standard English and 
Urban Vernacular English, and a feature analysis mini-lesson. The feature analysis mini-lesson 
included a discussion of specific differences between dialects, by highlighting certain features of 
language which change between Standard English and Urban Vernacular English. Students were 
asked, using a cold-calling technique, to read aloud the Standard English statement followed by 
the Urban Vernacular English statement. Then, students were asked to identify the differences 
between the statements, noting specific elements which changed when the statement became 
non-standard. Students marked up their note page using boxing annotations to display the 
specific differences. After, students were given the chance to independently practice writing 
Urban Vernacular statements in Standard English, essentially practicing code-switching in 
writing. The goal of this activity was to allow students to independently practice comparing 
Urban Vernacular English with Standard English statements, and to assess their understanding of 
the concept after being explicitly taught the two dialects, and the similarities and differences 
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between them. On the previous page, students were guided through a similar activity, and then 
given the chance to practice on their own. Students were asked to generate the Standard English 
version of various Urban Vernacular statements such as “They be so excited,” and “Can’t 
nobody stop me.” Figure 1 shows a student example of the activity described above.  
 
Figure 1. Student Work Sample, Contrastive Analysis Independent Practice 
 
 Notice that this student correctly provided the Standard English equivalent for each 
Urban Vernacular English statement. Punctuation was not assessed since the focus was on the 
students’ ability to translate specific dialect features. While punctuation can be considered an 
element of AAE, it was not discussed in the feature analysis mini-lesson, thus it was determined 
not necessary to assess in the contrastive analysis independent practice. Seven out of eleven 
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students (one student was absent that day) scored a perfect 6 out of 6 on this independent 
practice activity. Collectively, the participating students – ten African-American students and 
one Hispanic student – scored a 95% for all the contrastive analysis questions in this activity. 
The data shows collective proficiency and a concrete understanding of the concept of differing 
dialects or dialect variance. An interesting observation however, is that three out of the four total 
incorrect answers were the same. The common incorrect answer was falsely identifying the 
Standard English equivalent for “He be yelling and stuff.” All three students, instead of 
switching the verb “be” to a more appropriate verb, omitted the verb in the statement altogether 
by writing “He always yelling and stuff.” This sentence they wrote is consistent with the 
common AAE feature of incorrect verb usage or lack of verb where it is normally necessary 
(Redd & Webb, 2005). While students certainly showed proficiency with this task, it is 
interesting to note such a common incorrect answer, and provides insight into particular AAE 
features and their ease of shifting from non-MAE to Standard English.  
 The following tutoring session, to get students thinking about previous instruction, 
students were given a Do Now Quiz (Appendix F) which asked them to read various statements 
and identify whether the statements were Urban Vernacular English or Standard English. Figure 
2 shows an example of how the students selected their answers.  
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Figure 2. Student work sample, Do Now Quiz 
This Do Now was collected and assessed for student understanding of dialect variance 
and contrastive analysis skill. As a whole, the students scored 99%, only missing 1 question out 
of a total of 96. The only incorrect answer – shown in Figure 2, question #5 – was a particularly 
difficult statement which included two features of non-standard English dialect. It can be 
reasonably assumed that question #5 was missed due to a lack of coverage of double or multiple 
non-standard features in a single statement during our feature analysis and contrastive analysis 
activities from the previous tutoring day.  
Students seem to clearly understand the differences between standard and non-standard 
forms of English. This understanding of the differences between MAE and non-MAE language 
features could be due to the “professional” culture at James Prep, and the tendency of the 
teachers to promote “professional language” and hold students accountable for their language 
choices, whether oral or written; although the teachers’ consistent means of holding students 
accountable is not aligned with Culturally Responsive Teaching principles. It can also be 
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reasonably deduced that students have such a profound understanding of the differences between 
standard and non-standard English due to the current schooling culture and how students are 
asked to learn in and use Standard English exclusively. The data has somewhat revealed a culture 
of code-switching in disguise. While students understand the differences between dialects and 
the need to shift between styles, it is not due to efforts made at James Prep by teachers and 
curriculum, but rather the perpetuated culture of schooling which utilizes only MAE and 
demands students comply with MAE at an early age. According to the data derived from this 
action research, contrastive analysis, supported by many leading researchers in the area of code-
switching pedagogy (Fisher & Lapp, 2013; Godley et al., 2006; Wheeler, 2008; Wheeler, 2010), 
is an effective means to teaching students the differences between dialects of English, 
particularly analyzing specific features which define a certain dialect.  
Students Lack the Ability to Translate Contrastive Analysis and Oral Code-Switching 
Skills to Written Code-Switching 
 During the third and final tutoring session after the contrastive analysis Do Now Quiz, 
students were given the definition of code-switching and provided with the opportunity to 
discuss code-switching with their partners. After small group discussion students were asked to 
report out with their group’s thoughts on code-switching. One student said it seemed like 
speaking in one’s native dialect was “the cool way to talk,” and framed speaking Standard 
English in a negative light by saying “it felt weird” (Table 4). Students feeling more comfortable 
speaking their native dialect and feeling more uncomfortable speaking and writing Standard 
English is a common observation and underlying understanding of dialect variance (Redd & 
Webb, 2005). Simply put, speaking one’s primary discourse should feel more comfortable and 
normal, hence it being labeled one’s primary discourse. Another student commented saying 
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sometimes it is “unnatural to speak standard,” and that they were more “comfortable” speaking 
in their native dialect. These are observations that, in conjunction with scholars, make sense and 
are most likely typical observations and beliefs of students who speak non-MAE dialects and 
learn only in Standard English (Amicucci, 2014; Hill, 2009; Godley et al, 2006; Godley & 
Minnici, 2008; Wheeler, 2010).  
 After this discussion amongst peers in small group and with everyone in a whole group 
setting, students were given the chance to practice code-switching with their partners using 
authentic context. Students were given the scenario of being in an interview for college or a job. 
They were told they were to engage in a conversation with their partner which aimed to learn 
more about each other, something that is common among college interactions and job interviews. 
I used two laminated color cards, one purple and one green, to hold up for the students, signaling 
which dialect to shift to (purple and green were chosen to avoid one color having a more positive 
connotation than another, causing one dialect to seem “better” than the other). The practice was 
framed as being oral code-switching. The students seemed to enjoy the practice, and were happy 
to be given the opportunity to practice oral code-switching with their peers.  
After practicing, students shared out reactions to the oral code-switching practice. One 
student said she “felt more natural” during the use of native dialect and “laughed more” 
(Anecdotal Notes, 2015).  The notion that students laugh more while using their home language 
and feel more comfortable is not ground-breaking; it certainly is logical and makes sense. Yet it 
causes one to consider why James Prep teachers do not allow students to use their home 
language in their classes if it promotes comfortability and self-identity, which aligns with the 
theory of Culturally Responsive Teaching (Ladson-Billings, 1994), and would certainly increase 
student engagement and achievement in their courses as well as begin to improve their code-
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switching instruction. Another student commented saying they would style shift in class but “it 
depends” on the situation (Anecdotal Notes, 2015). All of these observations and comments 
show that students have an understanding of code-switching, but are not accepting of the need 
for them to conform to the use of MAE. This notion of non-compliance in terms of code-
switching to Standard English and conforming to societal language norms can possibly be traced 
back to the first theme presented in this section, and the negativity consistently perpetuated 
regarding non-MAE language forms at James Prep by their teaching staff.  
 Two of the code-switching practice scenarios were audio recorded in an effort to gather 
more insight into the proficiency and observations on behalf of the students. Four female 
students were chosen at random to have their code-switching practice session recorded. Table 1 
shows the transcription of one of these recordings. The students were reminded of instructions 
for each colored card, and expectations for using each specific dialect, and then were given the 
opportunity to begin an authentic conversation. They were to ask each other questions, similar to 
an interview situation. The students were asked to begin their discussion in Standard English, 
then, after a few comments made back and forth between the students, they were directed (by 
holding up the orange card) to continue their conversation in their native dialect. The students 
found this part quite amusing, even pausing to laugh in the middle of their conversation (see 
Table 1).  
Table 1 
Student Code-Switching Practice 
Line Speaker Turn 
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1 Facilitator So green means what…? 
2 Abby Standard English.  
3 Facilitator 
Right. And Orange means 
what…? 
4 Brianna Informal. 
5 Facilitator 
Right, remember we call that 
non-Standard English, the way 
you , and me too, naturally 
talk at home. Ok, so you guys 
are going to ask each other 
questions and talk. When I 
hold up the green card you 
will use…. 
6 Brianna Formal English. 
7 Facilitator 
Right, Standard English, and 
when I hold up the orange 
card you will use… 
8 Abby Natural Dialects.  
9 Facilitator 
Excellent! Okay, let’s begin. 
Go ahead and start with a 
professional, formal 
question… Go! (Green card 
up). 
10 Abby 
How was your day today 
Brianna? 
11 Brianna 
It was perfect. Everything 
went well.  
12 Abby 
Ok, what do you want to be 
when you grow up? 
13 Brianna I want to be a dentist.  
14 Abby That sounds very interesting.  
15 Facilitator (Orange card goes up).  
16 Abby 
Brianna, wassup, how you 
doin? 
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17 Brianna 
Hey, sup best friend? (Both 
giggle quickly and continue). 
What’s goin on? 
18 Abby 
So you wanna go to the 
movies tomorrow? 
19 Brianna Na, I’d rather go bowlin. 
20 Abby Ok, so let’s go bowlin then! 
21 Facilitator (Green card goes back up).  
22 Abby 
So Brianna, would you like to 
go bowling with me 
tomorrow? 
23 Brianna 
Yes, that sounds like fun. It 
was my idea you know! 
24 Abby 
What would you prefer? 
Going bowling, or going to an 
amusement park? 
25 Brianna 
I would rather go bowling, I 
think. 
Note: This this the entire code-switching practice session.  
As shown in table 1, students were able to effectively use MAE in their initial Standard 
English conversation. For example, Abby was able to start the conversation with a very formal, 
and Standard dialect-formed question, saying “How was your day today Brianna?” (Table 1). 
Without hesitation, Abby was able to come up with this question and begin the conversation in 
Standard English. This connects to the claim stated earlier that students know MAE because of 
the current culture of schooling and perpetuated use of MAE-only in schools across the country. 
Brianna was also able to seamlessly craft an MAE sentence, in response to Abby’s conversation 
starter, by saying “It was perfect. Everything went well” (Table 1). This response from Brianna 
confirms that both students are capable of using Standard English in their oral language use. 
Switching to their native dialect in the middle of the practice session proved to be fairly easy for 
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the students as well as amusing and fun. Without hesitation, Abby shifted into her home 
language and asked Brianna a question, saying “Brianna, wassup, how you doin?” (Table 1). 
There are two AAE features in this question posed by Abby in her native dialect. The first is the 
use of popular slang words, i.e. “wassup”, and the second is dropping the ending consonant on 
various words, i.e. “doin” (Redd & Webb, 2005). The same two distinct features of AAE were 
featured in Brianna’s response to Abby’s question. Brianna said, “Hey, sup best friend? (Both 
giggle quickly and continue). What’s goin on?” (Table 1). The popular slang word Brianna 
employed was “sup” and the word which included an ending-consonant omission was “goin” 
(Table 1). The giggle noted in the transcription also confirms the previously noted claim that 
students seems to have fun and “laughed more” during use of native dialects (Anecdotal Notes, 
2015). Also, when switching back to Standard English to finish the practice session, the students 
were able to change their language set quite impressively, immediately continuing the same 
conversation with different dialects. Upon switching back to Standard English use, Abby quickly 
asked Brianna, “So Brianna, would you like to go bowling with me tomorrow?” (Table 1). This 
once again, proves Abby’s proficiency with MAE, most likely due to the current culture of 
schooling throughout America, although her comfortability and primary discourse use resides 
within AAE. One word in particular that Abby was able to use in two varying forms was 
bowling. During the non-MAE portion of the practice session, she refers to bowling as “bowlin,” 
but then refers to the sport as “bowling” when asked to switch back to Standard English during 
the last portion of the practice session (Table 1). This ability to switch one word between dialects 
furthermore proves Abby’s proficiency with oral code-switching.  
Although this situation is not an entirely authentic code-switching situation – students are 
rarely asked or needed to shift dialects in the middle of a conversation, usually one has to select a 
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dialect to employ before an interaction occurs, not during it – it was a worthy indication of their 
knowledge of how to use both dialects orally, in communication with another. In addition to the 
code-switching practice, the students answered a few questions after the practice session in an 
effort to gain information on their enjoyment of the code-switching practice itself, as well as to 
gain insight into their beliefs of MAE and using Standard English and native dialects at school. 
After being asked to share any observations and feelings they had about the code-switching 
practice session and their experiences, Abby said “It was fun… It was cool practicing going 
between having fun and talking normal, to being professional” (Student Code-Switching 
Practice, 2015). This indicates her agreement with previous notions and observations that the 
student participants in this study believe speaking and interacting in their native dialect is “fun” 
and that they also consider non-MAE language forms to be “normal” (Anecdotal Notes, 2015), 
despite Standard English nearly being the only variance of English students are exposed to while 
at school due to the current culture of schooling across America. In addition, Brianna said she 
wished they could use non-MAE features of language more during school at James Prep because 
when using more informal language “we can laugh a little bit and have fun usually it’s when we 
are being informal, and then going back to learning and stuff it gets more formal” (Student Code-
Switching Practice, 2015). Brianna’s comment extends the belief that students are more 
comfortable using their native dialect across various contexts. Culturally Responsive Teaching 
requires teachers to use student culture and language throughout daily educational experiences, 
and if James Prep teachers began implementing this theory consistently, it is reasonable to 
assume they may also see an increase in appropriate and natural use of MAE in given contexts 
since students’ home languages will be put on an even playing field with that of greater society.   
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 Although students showed enjoyment and proficiency in oral code-switching, their oral 
style shifting skills as well as their capability of understanding contrastive analysis, they did not 
translate to their ability to code-switch in writing. In congruence with the first theme of this 
section, student lack of code-switching in their writing may reasonably be attributed to the 
teachers’ tendency to count non-MAE features against students. The culture which has been 
established at James Prep which involves teachers requiring Standard English and Standard 
English only, leads students to shy away from code-switching simply because it is forced. 
Without valuing the student home language, children are less likely to naturally and willingly 
switch to another dialect other than their own (Godley & Escher, 2012; Godley & Minnici, 2008; 
Hill, 2009; Vetter, 2013). After the oral code-switching practice, students were engaged in a brief 
discussion about code-switching in writing, and the importance of style shifting for the purpose 
of writing responses on state exams, college essays, job applications, and more. After this 
discussion, one student commented that she naturally changes her writing to conform to Standard 
English, and that she doesn’t “write what (she) says.” Students completed the post-assessment 
writing task following this discussion.  
 The pre- and post-tutoring writing samples were assessed for typical AAE features, as 
defined by Redd and Webb’s (2005) distinctive features of AAE. The results were quite 
revealing. Table 2 shows the results of assessing both writing sample sets.  
Table 2 
AAE Features in Student Writing Samples Pre- and Post-  
Writing Sample Sets 
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Pre-Tutoring Post-Tutoring 
Number of 
AAE Features 
Number of 
Words Total 
Total 
Percentage of 
AAE Features  
Number of 
AAE Features 
Number of 
Words Total 
Total 
Percentage of 
AAE Features 
12 574 2.091% 14 620 2.258% 
 
Note: Total Percentage of AAE Features refers to the amount of AAE Features in comparison to 
words total.  
 Table 2 shows how the students did not improve their written code-switching ability after 
the tutoring sessions. Students were given explicit instruction on code-switching and were 
prompted to use code-switching skills when writing their second assessment response. It was 
explicitly stated: “Use your knowledge of code-switching and dialect variance to switch out of 
your native dialect in this writing task.” The idea that the students were not able to successfully 
code-switch in this pre- and post-writing assessment, after the tutoring sessions and style shifting 
practice,  is really quite intriguing, considering the tutoring sessions were designed based on 
consistent findings throughout recent research on the topic of code-switching. Their lack of 
willingness of or capacity to code-switch seemingly aligns with the first theme presented in this 
findings discussion; that James Prep teachers perpetuate a negative culture around home 
languages and native dialect, thus causing students to choose against code-switching. The 
difference in AAE features per total number of words is 0.167%, albeit not incredibly alarming, 
but the slight increase in total number of AAE features is relatively significant.  
The simple fact that the students did not display at least a minimal decrease in AAE 
features employed throughout their writing shows a lack of confidence in their use of language in 
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general, similar to what Thomas said in his teacher interview. Particularly worth noting is when 
Thomas says, “There’s confidence being built in knowing that they are being heard and 
understood” (Teacher Interview, 2015). Thomas was referring to using native dialects in school, 
and pairing that with code-switching instruction in an effort to build student confidence in using 
multiple dialects of language, thus improving their natural ability to code-switch. Thomas’s 
suggestion aligns with Culturally Responsive Teaching as well as the ideas of many scholars 
(Godley & Escher, 2012; Godley et al., 2006; Godley & Minnici, 2008; Hill, 2009; Vetter, 
2013). Thomas also comments about his homeroom at James Prep and his efforts to promote 
student home discourses throughout his daily practices. He said, “in homeroom, we have a much 
different set of expectations, in homeroom we do, and I do, speak in less formal tones, whenever 
it’s appropriate…and it’s much less formal sometimes, and there’s a lot less formality” (Teacher 
Interview, 2015). Thomas’s efforts align with those of Culturally Responsive Teaching. By 
allowing his students to have moments of informality, at a school where linguistic formality and 
Standard English are almost exclusively allowed, he is giving them the chance to feel valued 
culturally, and have their identity accepted and appreciated. These actions and opportunities 
provided by Thomas in his homeroom are promoting language confidence, which is a large step 
in the road towards developing effective style shifting skills in students. Although Thomas is 
seemingly doing his best to promote effective code-switching instruction to his homeroom 
students, his actions are seemingly being drowned by the detrimental actions of many at James 
Prep. By adding similar actions to Thomas’s and more elements of critical language pedagogy to 
the explicit code-switching tutoring sessions, perhaps the students would have acquired more 
tools to improve their post-tutoring writing samples to include less AAE features.  
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Although the students failed to produce improved writing samples in terms of their AAE 
features employed, one student in particular showed her ability to code-switch in writing by 
improving from four AAE features in the pre-tutoring writing assessment, to zero AAE features 
in the post-tutoring writing assessment. Figure 3 displays the pre- and post-tutoring writing 
samples of this student, and shows the improvement in her use of AAE and other non-standard 
features in her writing.  
 
Figure 3. Photos were merged into one file; the number in the upper right corner of the 
documents signifies the first or second writing assessment.  
 
 Specifically, this student shows improvement in her ability to select Standard English 
verb endings, verbs, and word endings. It can also be reasonably assumed that in her post-
tutoring writing sample, she chose a non-standard feature in her sentence, and then made an edit 
to remove it, and maintained Standard English throughout the writing. According to Redd and 
Webb (2005), language learning and specific language skills, such as code-switching, “move 
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naturally from listening to speaking and then to reading and writing,” and students who show the 
ability to switch  between dialects in writing, most likely are able to do so orally, and vice versa 
(p. 83). The student featured in Figure 3 has shown her ability to code-switch in writing, simply 
due to her change in distinctive AAE features from pre- to post-writing assessment. However, 
collectively the student participation group did not show the ability to actively code-switch in 
their writing. This notion of general failure from the vast majority of the group to display code-
switching skills on their writing assessment, once again goes back to the inconsistency of the 
teachers at James Prep and their ineffective promotion of code-switching pedagogy, previously 
noted in the first theme of this section. It was noted during day one of the tutoring sessions, that 
the particular student featured in Figure 3 has family members who speak distinct non-MAE 
dialects, specifically her grandmother. Perhaps the student featured in Figure 3 has been 
previously taught how to code-switch by family or past teachers, or has more confidence in style 
shifting simply due to the fact that her home language is valued highly by friends and family 
while code-switching and use of Standard English are encouraged as well.   
Implications and Conclusions 
 There are many implications for teachers which arise from this action research. The goal 
of action research is to serve as an incredibly powerful agent of change (Mills, 2014). While the 
research itself was not groundbreaking, nor were the data sets incredibly telling, powerful 
observations can be drawn from all data forms – including the teacher focus group questionnaire, 
teacher interviews, student code-switching practice sessions, student writing assessments, Exit 
Ticket reflections, Do now quizzes, and anecdotal notes – which can inform and impact the 
everyday academic interactions teachers have with inner-city students in particular.  
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 The current culture of schooling throughout America has caused students to become 
aware and knowledgeable of Standard English or MAE, but due to schools’ lack of engaging 
staff and students in effective code-switching pedagogy has caused students to feel as if their 
primary discourse is wrong, or inferior. Just because students know MAE due to the current 
culture of schooling in America, and even know MAE through the use of supplemental 
contrastive analysis instruction, does not mean students can code-switch, or that a school’s 
culture is promotive of effective style shifting pedagogy. Students at James Prep are well-versed 
in MAE. They are directed to speak it during class, they have to write using Standard English on 
all in-class assignments, and all of their homework assignments are completed using MAE. This 
knowledge of and persistent use of MAE does not give students a sense of pride and ownership 
surrounding their own home discourse, causing students to want to use their native dialect as 
much as possible, and to avoid code-switching. If students are not given the chance to use their 
home language at school, what makes teachers think students will make an active decision to 
switch to MAE in a given context? The decision and willingness to code-switch from one’s 
native dialect to Standard English must first come from a feeling that one’s language is as 
mutually acceptable as another (Hill, 2009; Vetter, 2013), and at James Prep, home and school 
discourses are not weighed equally, causing students to potentially avoid code-switching 
altogether.  
 As previously noted, it is incredibly important to first build a sense of cultural acceptance 
for one’s native dialect, before teaching and supporting the use of MAE in the classroom, as well 
as helping students develop context-appropriate code-switching skills. Without first showing 
appreciation for the student’s discourse, it is difficult to expect students to appreciate a discourse 
which is not their own. At James Prep, while teachers unanimously agreed that code-switching is 
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something that students in an urban setting need to know, they are not helping to build a culture 
which appreciates one’s home language. Teachers at James Prep consistently identify moments 
when students are not using MAE and are using their home language, and ask them to repeat or 
“correct” what they said or wrote using Standard English, and in doing this teachers are 
perpetuating a cultural norm where MAE is the only accepted language and students are wrong 
when they employ other language features and dialects. The implications for this notion of 
language conformity are quite staggering. Students will grow as learners, thinking their language 
cannot be used in any setting other than with people of their immediate culture. By lacking 
promotion of one’s cultural identity, through language, we are denying children of the 
opportunity to express themselves fully, become a part of the greater fabric of society, and to 
attempt to make language choices on their own. At an early age, children are making style 
shifting choices without prompting or instruction (Connor & Craig, 2006; Thompson, Craig, & 
Washington, 2004), yet as they grow up in our society’s schooling culture of using MAE and 
MAE only, they are guided not towards style shifting but away from it.  
 Teaching students MAE daily and exclusively, and making sure they switch out of their 
native dialect to conform to MAE-use norms, is not a sufficient way to build a code-switching 
culture at any school. Contrastive analysis is a great way to build knowledge of differing dialects 
or languages, but in today’s current school culture where students are forced to learn MAE and 
are familiar with its use, it almost seems like a waste of time. Data showed that students nearly 
mastered contrastive analysis concepts yet did not translate their ability to differentiate between 
dialects on their written assessment. Although recent research argued contrastive analysis as a 
preferred means of beginning to develop code-switching skills for students (Fisher & Lapp, 
2013; Godley et al., 2006; Wheeler, 2008; Wheeler, 2010), it seems as if critical language 
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pedagogy is the more appropriate choice for promoting style shifting among inner-city youth. 
While this action research was designed in an attempt to employ elements of both contrastive 
analysis and critical language pedagogy concepts during the tutoring phase, the impact of today’s 
school culture is immensely counter-productive to most code-switching efforts, potentially even 
methods and instructional systems created and established by recent research studies.  
 What can be reasonably determined through data analysis and seeking the implications of 
this action research is the reality that what is lacking in this study are some key principles of 
critical language pedagogy. These elements are lacking, at James Prep and within the study’s 
direct instructional plan, most likely to due to the schooling culture established at James Prep and 
across the nation. The main objective of critical language pedagogy is to aid students in 
improving their understanding of the grammatical patterns of privileged dialects, while at the 
same time they explore why those dialects hold their societal power (Godley & Minnici, 2008). 
According to Godley and Minnici, critical language pedagogy’s goal is made of two major parts. 
This study failed to explore why Standard English holds its societal power, as well as addressing 
the unjust nature of forcing language conformity upon all youth, in particular children of color. 
What the notion of critical language pedagogy lacking in schools implies, is that we need to first 
change the culture of schools across the nation before we can begin to expect students to 
willingly employ, and switch to, MAE across contexts. Sure, there are many things teachers can 
do as individuals to create change and align their daily activities and routines with Culturally 
Responsive teaching – such as engaging students in diverse novel studies, celebrating diversity 
through various cultural holidays/events, and curbing social studies and historical curriculum to 
include discussions of race, ethnicity, and social justice issues – but to create change on a larger 
scale we must change our school systems, and adapting critical language pedagogy as school 
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policy would go a long way to supporting the language use of students who speak AAE and 
other non-MAE language forms.  
Conclusion 
 The goal of this action research was to examine how explicit code-switching instruction 
impacted students ability to code-switch from their native dialect to MAE in their writing. An 
additional goal of the study was to explore how the teachers at James Prep felt about code-
switching, and how it impacts their opinions on and relationships with the students they teach, 
who predominately speak a non-standard form of English. The theoretical framework which 
drove this action research is Culturally Responsive Teaching. Culturally Responsive Teaching is 
an instructional pedagogy that distinguishes the significance of incorporating students' cultural 
references and identity in all facets of learning (Ladson-Billings, 1994). The literature which was 
reviewed in an effort to gain insight into the area of code-switching and non-Stardard English 
forms, showed how AAE and other non-MAE English forms impact student literacy 
performance in the classroom. Also, the literature showed various ways to teach code-switching 
to students who employ non-MAE regularly, including critical language pedagogy and 
contrastive analysis. What was found as a result of data analysis was that students failed to 
translate knowledge of MAE and non-MAE, their near mastery of contrastive analysis tasks, to 
their code-switching abilities. Simply understanding Standard and non-Standard English 
language forms was not enough to naturally improve code-switching abilities in writing, even 
after explicit instruction in what code-switching is and why it is important in today’s society. 
Implications from this action research study are quite far-reaching. Our current schooling system 
does not appropriately utilize critical language pedagogy, nor does it allow for effective 
Culturally Responsive Teaching. Therefore, students’ native dialects are not welcomed in the 
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classroom, nor are their cultural identities valued and celebrated. The lack of Culturally 
Responsive Teaching across our nation’s schools leads to a lack of mutual respect between the 
cultural normed dialect of MAE and native non-MAE dialects, in the eyes of students who 
employ non-Standard English forms. While teachers are able to engage their students in 
culturally responsive learning and promote critical language pedagogy within their classrooms, it 
is the larger scale of changing school systems which shows the most promise in improving the 
code-switching abilities of young urban students across the country. 
 There are many ways to improve this study for the purpose of replicating and improving 
it in future action research projects. First, it would be beneficial to increase the amount of 
tutoring days to (at least) 5, in an effort to include more elements of critical language pedagogy 
towards the end of the instructional tutoring schedule. Changing the direct instruction to include 
closer examinations of why MAE holds such societal power and the unjust nature of conforming 
one’s language to fit the norm of society might produce better results in terms of the student’s 
ability to code-switch during their written assessment. Secondly, the teacher focus group 
discussion should have been recorded. One teacher expressed their discontent with being 
recorded, and the decision was made to forego the recording in an effort to include all who were 
willing to participate. This was a mistake on behalf of the facilitator, as that one individual 
should have been removed from the group and the focus group discussion could have been 
recorded. By audio or video recording the session, the opinions and beliefs of the teachers at 
James Prep would be captured more easily, and thus the data would be more conclusive and 
impactful. While the teacher interviews were quite revealing and most certainly were beneficial 
to the study as a whole, the discussions within the teacher focus group could have revealed more 
about James Prep and the beliefs of the professional educators.  
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 This study fell short in terms of its goals. Not only was the original question not 
completely answered, but in the end the data did not sufficiently create enough evidence to 
answer the question definitively, one way or the other. I think the time constraints placed on the 
tutoring sessions by James Prep, had a significant impact on the amount of data was collected, as 
well as the tutoring schedule and instructional plan as a whole. Also, the culture at James Prep 
and across the nation in general, surrounding diverse language use in the classroom was 
significantly detrimental to the study’s results. This action research, while it derived a few 
impactful and important implications for current teachers and schools, it failed in its attempt to 
explore code-switching in writing, through the facilitation of a direct instructional plan over a 
three day period. After careful analysis of all the data, it seems reasonable to conclude that if the 
original tutoring plan had included more emphasis on critical language pedagogy, specifically 
focusing on critical analysis of the social injustice certain racial groups face and how/why the 
privileged language in America has taken its form, may have produced better results.  
This study still leaves us with a few questions. Students expressed their belief in code-
switching and their realization that it can be extremely helpful, but why weren’t they able to 
display style shifting abilities in the writing assessment? Are writing and spoken code-switching 
completely different concepts, and should direct instruction differ for each? Due to the nature of 
today’s schooling including MAE as the only acceptable language to be used in our classrooms, 
is contrastive analysis truly a task which should be included in code-switching pedagogy and 
instruction? Would it be wise to place increased emphasis on critical language instruction in 
replace of dialect variance lessons and contrastive analysis tasks? This action research study 
leaves us wanting to learn more about code-switching and its impact on urban students. While a 
major goal of the study was to answer this question, we still want to learn more about the topic. 
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 Although this study does not directly answer the research question, nor does it provide 
readers and teachers with a direct answer on how to teach code-switching to students of color 
and youth in urban regions, there are many things that we are left thinking about as a result of 
this study. Primarily, schools today are doing our students a disservice by not valuing their home 
language and celebrating the cultural diversity of its students, and we can see the impact of this 
on the data and events within this study. Also, just because a teacher understands code-switching 
or seemingly has an adequate understanding of why style shifting is important, it does not mean 
they are equipped to teach and promote code-switching in their schools. Professional 
development is needed in the areas of Culturally Responsive Teaching and critical language 
pedagogy, and readers of this study are left wondering how schools can begin to implement these 
ideas immediately. The bottom line is that we can teach students to code-switch and we can 
engage students in culturally responsive learning in classrooms, but in order to cause grand 
change and improve the lives of our nation’s inner-city youth, we must begin to change our 
school systems to promote social justice and critical language pedagogy. By changing our school 
systems, we can then begin to change the future of our society.  
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Appendix A 
  
Day 1: 
 Free write prompt (data to assess non-MAE writing features) – 10 minutes 
 Discuss dialects and accents, small group discussion – 5 minutes 
 Show YouTube video about dialect variation – 5 minutes 
 Complete exit ticket reflection – 5 minutes 
 
Day 2: 
 Quick dialect variation Do Now – 5 minutes 
 Contrastive Analysis mini-lesson, with notes – 15 minutes 
 Complete exit ticket reflection – 5 minutes 
 
Day 3 
 Contrastive Analysis Do Now – 5 minutes 
 Code-switching introduction – 5 minutes 
 Guided Practice, code-switching practice, mock college/job interviews – 10 
minutes 
 Free writing prompt (data to assess non-MAE writing features) – 10 minutes 
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Appendix B 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 
Jeff Allen 
Teacher Focus Group Questions 
GRDG 690 
12/1/2015 
 What is code-switching? Provide a definition. 
 Do students need to code-switch? Why or why not? (Take a poll on this one and have 
teachers elaborate).  
 How can we best assist students in their acquisition of code-switching skills? 
 Do you allow students to code-switch in class and on assignments without penalty? 
 When are they allowed to talk-write in their primary discourse? Which assignments? 
o Why are they allowed during these times specifically? 
o What is the benefit to allowing the use of their native discourse? 
 How do you teach students about code-switching? Or, how should we teach code-
switching? 
 Is it unjust that we require students to code-switch? 
 Should we promote use of home languages? If so, how? 
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Appendix E 
 
Directions:  Practice writing these statements in Standard English.  
Urban Vernacular English Standard English 
 
They be so excited! 
 
 
 
 
He be yelling and stuff.  
 
 
 
 
Why I can’t go with 
you? 
 
 
 
 
Can’t nobody stop me. 
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Appendix F 
 
Contrastive Analysis - DO NOW 
11/2/2015 
 
Name:  __________________________________________ 
 
 
Directions:  Read the statements below. Circle whether the statement is Urban 
Vernacular English, or Standard English.  
 
 
1. He been finished.  Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
2. We are going to win!  Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
3. I love my new bike.  Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
4. She been done.  Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
5. How I can’t do it?  Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
6. Then we went out.   Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
7. Somebody gon die.   Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
8. Ain’t nobody finished.  Urban Vernacular English OR Standard English 
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Appendix G 
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Appendix H 
 
Teacher Focus Group Questionnaire 
 
Name:   ___________________________________________ 
Directions:  Read the question, and circle the response which best fits your opinion.  
 
1. Is code-switching something students in urban schools need to know?    
YES    or    NO 
 
 
2. On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is the skill of code-switching for students who 
speak non-standard forms of English?    
 
1     2     3     4     5 
 
3. Do you judge students negatively who use non-standard English in your classroom 
during oral responses? 
YES    or    NO 
 
4. How often do you correct non-standard forms of English used by your students (in 
oral or written language)? 
Never      Less than once a day      About once a day      More than once a day 
 
 
5. Would you be inclined to give a lower grade/score to a student who 
displays various non-standard features of English in their writing? 
YES    or    NO 
 
